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Sammanfattning 
Denna studie analyserar underordnade satser i kashaya (pomospråk; norra Kalifornien). Underordnade 
konstruktioner i kashaya har i stort sett inte behandlats i tidigare forskning, varför syftet med uppsatsen är 
att tillhandahålla en grundläggande beskrivning av de morfo-syntaktiska egenskaperna hos några av de 
viktigaste underordnade satstyperna. Data hämtades huvudsakligen från två källor: en samling 
transkriberade texter (Oswalt 1964) och manuskriptet till en ofullbordad ordbok (Oswalt, inget datum), 
från vilka meningar som föreföll bestå av två eller flera sammanfogade satser sållades ut. För att utröna 
om de konstruktioner som återfanns i dessa meningar involverade underordning undersöktes de i enlighet 
med några av parametrarna föreslagna av Lehmann (1988), såsom ordföljdsrestriktioner, reduktion av de 
grammatiska kategorier som uttrycks på det underordnade verbet och förekomsten av NP-morfologi (t ex 
kasusändelser) på det underordnade verbet. Efterforskningarna resulterade i att ett antal satstyper kunde 
identifieras som underordnade, varav sju olika konstruktioner presenteras i uppsatsen: tre sorters 
komplementkonstruktioner, en typ av relativsats och tre olika adverbiella konstruktioner. Några av de 
egenskaper som skiljer dessa satser från självständiga satser är genomgående verbfinal ordföljd, samt viss 
morfologisk reduktion. I uppsatsen ges också en mer omfattande analys av relativiseringsstrategier och en 
typ av satsliknande nominalisering som ingår i flera av de undersökta konstruktionerna. 

Abstract 
The present study analyzes subordinate clauses in Kashaya (Pomoan; Northern California). Subordinate 
clauses have not received any substantial attention in the literature on Kashaya, and the aim of the study is 
therefore to provide a general description of the morphosyntactic characteristics of some of the most 
important subordinate clause types. Data was mainly taken from two sources: a collection of transcribed 
texts (Oswalt 1964) and the manuscript of an unfinished dictionary (Oswalt, no date), from which 
sentences that appeared to consist of combinations of two or more clauses were extracted. In order to 
determine whether the constructions found in these sentences involved subordination, they were 
examined in accordance with the parameters proposed in Lehmann (1988). These parameters include 
restrictions on word order, reduction of the grammatical categories expressed on the subordinate verb and 
the presence of nominal morphology (e.g. case marking) on the subordinate verb. This investigation 
resulted in the identification of a number of subordinate clause types, of which seven are presented in the 
study: three complement clause constructions, one relative clause construction and three adverbial 
constructions. Subordinate clauses are characterized by strictly verb-final word order and partial 
morphological reduction. The study also provides a more thorough analysis of relativization strategies 
and of the clausal nominalizations involved in several of the constructions that are examined. 
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List of abbreviations: 
 

1 first person 
1PAT first person patient evidential 
2 second person 
3 third person 
3LDR third person long distance reflexive 
ABS absolutive 
ACC accusative 
ASS assertive 
CAUS causative 
CIRC  circumstantial evidential 
CONC concessive 
COND conditional 
D:PAST distant past 
DEM demonstrative 
DISTR distributive 
DS different subject 
DUR durative 
EPNT epenthetic 
ESS essive 
F feminine 
FACT factual evidential 
FOC focus 
FUT future 
IMP imperative 
INCP inceptive 
INFR inferential evidential 
INSTR instrumental 
INT intentive 
INT2 second intentive 
INTF intensifier 
IRR irrealis 
LOC locative 
LOG logophoric 
M masculine 
MEV multiple event 
NEG negative 
NFV non-final verb 
NOM nominative 
NONLOG non-logophoric 
OBL oblique 
PL plural 
PL:MOVE plural movement 

  
  
PRFX instrumental prefix 
PTCL particle 
PURP purposive 
Q question 
QUOT quotative evidential 
RECP reciprocal 
RED reduplication 
REFL reflexive 
SEQ sequential 
SMLF semelfactive 
SS same subject 
SURPR surprise/mirative 
VIS visual evidential 
VR verbalizer 
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1. Introduction 

Kashaya is a moribund language of Northern California, and belongs to the Pomoan family 
consisting of seven closely related languages traditionally spoken on the Pacific Coast in 
present day Sonoma County. California is the linguistically most diverse region of North 
America, but the languages of the area have undergone massive extinction, so that today, 
“there is not a single California Indian language that is being learned by children as the 
primary languages of the household” (Hinton 1994:21; cited in Campbell 1997:16). Although 
many Californian languages are quite well-described, there is still a considerable amount of 
work that remains to be done. For example, there exist grammars for four of the seven 
Pomoan languages (Kashaya, Eastern Pomo, Northern Pomo and Southeastern Pomo), but 
none of these grammars come even close to being comprehensive. Still, the Pomoan family is 
arguably one of the most thoroughly researched families of California. Due to the extent to 
which Californian languages have been extinguished, linguists wishing to explore the 
languages of the area will increasingly be forced to work with previously collected texts and 
field notes. Such work can however be extremely rewarding, one recent example being Jany’s 
(2009) grammar of the previously almost undescribed Chimariko language of Northern 
California. In a similar vein, the data used in the present study has been taken from the 
material collected by Robert Oswalt, which dates from the 1950’s and 1960’s and which has 
been used in previous research only to a small extent. It should be noted that there are still a 
few remaining speakers of Kashaya, and my hope is that the work presented here could 
stimulate further work with native speakers of the language. This study was made possible 
thanks to such work, carried out in the field methods class of the 2009 LSA Institute, held at 
University of California, Berkeley.1 While that work focussed on simple clauses, the present 
study looks at subordinate clauses in Kashaya, and aims at elucidating some of the structural 
and semantic characteristics of the different clause types.  

2. Background  

2.1. The notion of subordination 
The basic, “intuitive” idea behind the concept of subordination is that it involves the 
combination of two clauses such that they are not coordinate or merely juxtaposed, but rather 
such that one clause stands in an asymmetrical relationship to the other. One way of capturing 
                                                
1 I am very grateful to native speaker Ms. Anita Silva, with whom we worked during the class, and to 
Pam Munro, who taught the class and encouraged me to continue working on Kashaya. Gene Buckley 
kindly offered to help me in figuring out the correct morphological analysis of some problematic 
sentences, and gave a number of valuable comments on a preliminary version of the thesis. I also wish 
to thank Matthias Urban and Olivia Sammons with whom I had stimulating discussions in Berkeley 
and Leipzig.  
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this asymmetry is by stating that the subordinate clause is syntactically embedded into the 
other clause and functions as a constituent of it, which would then have to be proved by 
means of formal criteria. Haspelmath (1995) proposes a number of criteria for ascertaining 
whether clauses are subordinate or coordinate, for example clause-internal word order, i.e. 
whether one clause can be surrounded by material from the other clause, and the possibility of 
backwards pronominal anaphora, as in After shei came home, Zamirai solved all the problems 
as opposed to *Shei came home and Zamirai solved all the problems. Unfortunately, such 
tests are of limited cross-linguistic applicability, as pointed out by Cristofaro (2003:18): for 
example, languages vary significantly as to what word order permutations are possible, so 
that the impossibility of one clause of appearing inside another in a given language may 
reflect a general constraint on word order in that language rather than the non-embedded 
nature of the clause in question.  

However, one could still argue that the crucial idea behind embeddedness is that there 
exist fundamental syntactic differences between embedded and non-embedded clauses 
although all of these differences may not be shared by all languages. Cristofaro (2003:18) 
admits that this argument is relatively successful in singling out a special, subordinate clause 
type, but points to other difficulties. One problem is presented by clause-chaining 
constructions of the type found in New Guinea. In an influential paper on Amele, for 
example, Roberts (1988) shows that the medial clauses used in clause-chaining fail to 
undergo embeddedness tests and therefore cannot be considered subordinate. But on the other 
hand, these clauses contain verb forms that cannot stand on their own and lack inflectional 
categories found on independently occurring verbs and can therefore not be considered 
coordinate either, since they are so clearly asymmetrical. Foley and Van Valin (1984, chapter 
6) propose to tackle this problem by the concept cosubordination as an intermediate between 
subordination and coordination. Cristofaro (2003:22ff) lumps this approach together with 
those taken in Haiman and Thompson (1984) and Lehmann (1988) in what she calls the 
“continuum approach”, an approach according to which “clause linkage types should not be 
described in terms of the binary opposition between coordination and subordination[, but 
rather] in terms of a set of mutually independent and freely combinable features” (Cristofaro 
2003:22). This approach is dismissed by Cristofaro who assumes that there exists a 
“cognitive” (and thus universal) asymmetry behind the subordination/non-subordination 
dichotomy, namely that subordinate clauses are non-asserted, while independent clauses are 
not (Cristofaro 2003:33). The main consequence of this approach is that clause structure is 
made completely irrelevant, which according to Cristofaro is an advantage over the 
continuum approach (and all other approaches for that matter) since these would leave aside 
cases where the cognitive distinction assumed by her is not reflected in the structural 
properties of the linkage type in question (Cristofaro 2003:24). While this assumption appears 
to be very fruitful for Cristofaro’s purposes, it is methodologically dubious for a number of 
reason: most importantly, and as Cristofaro herself admits, it postulates a number of cognitive 
categories without providing any extra-linguistic evidence for it (Cristofaro 2003:302). Bickel 
(in press) also points out that any attempt to define subordination via non-assertion will have 
to explain away examples that look like subordinate structures but are still asserted, e.g. This 
is true, although don’t expect examples!, on which there is an extensive literature (see 
references in Bickel in press).  
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In the light of these difficulties, it seems more realistic to abandon the idea of a clear-cut 
dichotomy between subordination and coordination. Hopper & Traugott (1993, chapter 7) 
argue that “synchronic clause combining can be considered from the point of view of a 
unidirectional cline from relatively free juxtaposition to syntactic and morphological 
bondedness” (Hopper and Traugott 1993:176). One important study in line with this 
statement is Lehmann (1988). 

2.1.1.  Lehmann’s parameters of clause linkage 

Lehmann (1988) proposes six independent parameters, or clines, that together constitute 
different types of clause linkage.  

The first cline reflects the degree of “hierarchical downgrading” and ranges from 
parataxis, i.e. the absence of any type of hierarchical relationship between two or more 
juxtaposed clauses (as in veni, vidi, vici), to full embedding of the subordinate clause as a 
well-defined constituent of the main clause. Lehmann cites the object clause governed by the 
main verb iubeo in the following example as a “typical embedded clause” (1988:4; glossing 
added):  

(1)  Latin (Indo-European)     
 Telebois iubet [ sententiam ut dicant suam ] 
 Teleboan.DAT.PL order.PRS.3SG   opinion.ACC CONJ say.SBJV.3PL their.F.ACC 

 “He orders the Teleboans to give their opinion” 

An important aspect of this parameter is the position of the subordinate clause relative to the 
independent clause, since this position generally will be more dependent on grammatical 
constraints as the degree of downgrading increases.  

The second cline grades linkage type according to what syntactic level the dependent 
clause belongs to, and is thus similar to Foley and Van Valin’s (1984) three levels of juncture, 
viz. periphery, core and nucleus. Lehmann, however, sees this as a continuum ranging from 
juxtaposition at the text level, through more or less integration at the sentence level, followed 
by VP-level, followed by the formation of complex predicates (as with auxiliaries) until 
finally the item is fully integrated into another word, e.g. as a tense or aspect inflection on a 
verb.  

The third cline corresponds to an increasing “desententialization” of the subordinate 
clause, and ranges from the loss of its own illocutionary force, increasing constraints on 
mood, tense and aspect marking, reduced word order freedom, loss of person agreement. The 
subordinate predicate successively loses its verbal properties and acquires typically nominal 
properties, e.g. possessive marking on its arguments. This is accompanied by an endowment 
of the distributional properties of a nominal, so that the clause recieves case marking and 
combines with adpositions. Lehmann points out that “to the degree that the subordinate 
construction is desententialized, the whole sentence ceases to be genuinely complex”.  

This remark also pertains to the fourth cline, which mirrors the degree of 
grammaticalization of the main verb. The starting point of the cline corresponds to a fully 
lexical verb, which increasingly become more tightly bonded to its complement clause so that 
it is no longer seen as a lexical verb, but rather as a modal verb or an auxiliary, before fusing 
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with the other verb to form grammatical affix. This can be illustrated by the three causative 
constructions in the following examples (Lehmann 1988:16): 

(2)  Latin (Indo-European) 
 sol efficit [ ut omnia floreant ] 
 sun make.PRS.3SG   CONJ all.N.PL blossom.SBJV.3PL 

 “the sun makes everything blossom” 
 
(3)  Italian (Indo-European) 
 Ho fatto [ prendere a mio figio un’altra professione ] 
 have.1SG made   take.INF to my son another profession 
 “I had my son choose another profession” 

 
(4)  Imbabura Quechua (Quechuan)  
 Juzi-ka Juan-ta ruwana-ta aza-chi-rka 
 Jose-TOP Juan-ACC poncho-ACC weave-CAUS-PAST(3.SG) 

 “Jose had Juan weave a poncho” 

In the Latin example, the causation is signaled a fully lexical verb which governs a finite 
subordinate clause introducet by ut. The main verb in the Italian example is more 
grammaticalized, and combines directly with an infinitive. The endpoint is seen in the 
Quechua example, where the causation is marked by a suffix on the verb. 

The fifth cline represents the degree to which two propositions are interlaced, i.e. that 
the two clauses share some element of meaning (e.g. tense, aspect or participants) which 
might not be specified in both clauses. For Lehmann, the most central type of interlacing is 
the interlacing of participants (actants, in Lehmann’s terminology) and points to the various 
means employed by languages to mark two clauses as having same or different subjects (e.g. 
switch-reference). Lehmann also includes the phenomena known as raising, whereby an 
argument belonging to the subordinate clause is taken out of it and made directly dependent 
of the main verb (cf. example (7) for potential examples of raising in Kashaya).  

The sixth cline represents the degree to which the linking between the clauses is 
made explicit. The maximal explicitness of linking would be cases when preceding discourse 
is recapitulated in the beginning of a following section.  In subordinate clauses, typical 
explicit linking devices used are for example complex prepositional phrases, e.g. Portuguese 
a fim de que ‘in order to’. A the endpoint of the continuum, one finds the linking hidden in 
the verbal inflection, e.g. as in an infinitive.  

2.2. Aim of the study 
The aim of this study is to provide a general analysis of some of the morphosyntactic and 
semantic aspects of complex clause formation in Kashaya, with specific reference to 
subordination. With the exception of the switch-reference system, complex sentences have 
not received any substantial attention in the literature on Kashaya, or on any other Pomoan 
languages, so it is hoped that the exploration of the issues involved will contribute to the 
understanding of the structural characteristics of Kashaya, and provide an impetus for further 
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research on Kashaya and the Pomoan languages in general. The scope of the study is 
somewhat limited by the nature of the available data (see below), which means that many of 
the features that are often included in studies on complex sentences and subordination (e.g. 
Roberts 1988, Bickel in press) will not be discussed here. This includes for example 
illocutionary scope, scope of negation, tense and other operators and possibility of WH-
extraction, on which the data is insufficient or non-existing.  

3. Method 

In order to find potential candidates for subordinate clause constructions, the data (Oswalt 
1964, Oswalt n.d.) was thoroughly searched for combinations of clauses in which phenomena 
of the type described by Lehmann (1988). The main analytical issues that were taken into 
consideration for the analysis are the following: word order constraints inside the subordinate 
clause (corresponding roughly to Lehmann’s first cline), word order constraints outside the 
subordinate clause, the inflectional categories present (or absent) on the subordinate verb and 
the distributional properties of the subordinate clause (Lehmann’s third cline), intra-clausal 
reference tracking, i.e. the means that are employed to show that the subject of the main 
clause is, or is not, coreferential with the subject of the subordinate clause,  (Lehmann’s fifth 
cline), the presence of special morphology in subordinate clauses as an explicit marker of the 
linking (Lehmann’s sixth cline). These parameters will not recieve equal attention since there 
is not sufficient data to elaborate equally on every point. Also, the second of Lehmann’s 
parameters (syntactic level of linkage) will not be investigated since it would require a better 
understanding of Kashaya syntax, and very little will be said about the fourth, since very few 
indications of different degrees of grammaticalization was found on the main verbs. 

 Given that the aim of this study is a general account of subordinate clause formation 
in Kashaya, considerable attention will also be paid to special issues that are relevant for each 
of the specific constructions. For example, the position of the head of relative clauses will be 
thoroughly discussed, especially since this is a question that is of importance for cross 
linguistic research on relative clauses. 

The morphological analysis of the data is based on Oswalt (1961) and Buckley 
(1994) as well as on previous work with native speaker Ms. Anita Silva. The work is 
significantly facilitated by the fact that much of the material has been digitalized and thus 
made searchable, thanks to efforts of the Survey of California and Other Indian Languages at 
University of California, Berkeley.1  

3.1. Data sources 
The fundamental sources on the language are Robert Oswalt’s A Kashaya Grammar (Oswalt 
1961), which provides a description of the phonology and morphology of the language, and 

                                                
1 Also, Gene Buckley provided me with a digitalized version of Oswalt (1964), which is very useful 
since it can be used as a parallel English-Kashaya corpus. 
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the manuscript of a dictionary that Oswalt unfortunately never finished; it will be cited here 
as (Oswalt, n.d.). Gene Buckley’s PhD dissertation (Buckley 1994) analyses the phonology 
and morphology in the framework of Lexical Phonology; it is a crucial complement to 
Oswalt’s description and has been the main source for the elucidation of the often very 
complex verbal morphology. Oswalt also published articles on the switch-reference system 
(Oswalt 1983) and on the evidentials (Oswalt 1986). Throughout this study it will be assumed 
that the description of the phonological and morphological processes in Kashaya given in 
Oswalt (1961) and Buckley (1994) is essentially correct. Some of the statements in Oswalt 
(1961, 1983, 1986, etc.) concerning the use and meanings of the different verbal affixes 
would need to be supported by better evidence, but the inconclusive status of some of these 
items should not have any consequences for the generalizations made in the present study. As 
for the terminology employed in Oswalt (1961), and mostly retained in Buckley (1994), I 
have made some minor changes and additions where it was judged to lead to more 
transparency. 

Data has been taken from two sources: Kashaya Texts (Oswalt 1964) and the 
uncompleted dictionary (Oswalt n.d.). The former is a collection of 82 texts recorded and 
transcribed by Oswalt, and includes traditional mythology, folk history, tales about the 
supernatural and more. When examples are taken from this source, it will be cited as KT 
followed by the page number and the paragraph number. The latter consists of detailed entries 
for what appears to be most of the verb roots that Oswalt identified in the language (although 
some pages apparently have been lost) and a large number of nouns, kinship terms, adjectives 
and adverbs. The majority of the entries provide multiple example sentences illustrating the 
use of the different items, both elicited and volunteered. Again, it will be assumed that the 
data given in these sources reflects authentic language use.   

4. Grammatical outline 

The constituent order of Kashaya is relatively flexible although verb-final order 
predominates, and the language shows some features typical of verb-final languages such as 
postpositions and almost exclusively suffixing morphology. Sentences with non-verb-final 
order are also structurally more marked than their verb-final counterparts in that the main 
verb, if it contains one of the Evidential or Modal suffixes, is marked with the suffix -eˑ ‘non-
final verb (NFV)’: compare verb-final duwéʔ cohtoˑ-y (yesterday leave-VIS) to non-verb-final 
cohtóˑ-y-eˑ duwe (leave-VIS-NFV yesterday), both meaning ‘he left yesterday’. Verb 
morphology is mostly concatenating/agglutinating although morpheme boundaries tend to be 
obliterated by regular phonological processes. The categories marked by suffixes include 
multiple eventhood, direction, causation, a number of aspects, modality, evidentiality and 
more. The only suffixal slot of the verb that is obligatorily filled is the right-most one. Oswalt 
refers to the suffixes that can occupy this slot as “class 14”.1  

                                                
1 In Oswalt’s analysis, the suffixes are arranged into classes according to their relative position in the 
verb, hence the number “14”. 
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The absolutive is one of the suffixes that can occupy the final inflectional slot on the 
verb, and it is likely to be the most frequently occuring of all verb suffixes. It is important to 
note that the suffix should not be confounded with other uses of the term “absolutive”, e.g. as 
in ergative-absolutive alignment. The exact distribution of the absolutive is difficult to pin 
down, and would necessitate a separate study. Similarly to the evidentials, it seems to mark 
non-future time on verbs, but without any specification about the source of knowledge. In 
Mithun’s analyses of closely related Central Pomo (e.g. Mithun 1991:518ff), the cognate 
suffix is said to mark perfective aspect; this is perhaps the case in Kashaya too. Verbs marked 
with the absolutive are also used to derive nouns (e.g. manew ‘(a) dance’ from mane-w ‘dance-
ABS’) and adjectives (e.g. mašam’ ‘lukewarm’ from mašam-’ ‘be.lukewarm-ABS’). The 
allomorphy is shown below (cf. Oswalt 1961:265ff). 

context  realization 
before pause/glottal onset: -w 

after vowel 
elsewhere: -ˑ  (i.e. vowel length) 

after [d]: -u 
after fricative: -Ø 
after sonorant: -’ (i.e. preceding segment is glottalized)  
after other consonants: -Ø + preceding C surfaces as [ʔ] 

A large part of the verb roots (“probably the majority” Buckley 1994:317) take an 
‘instrumental prefix’. Kashaya has twenty instrumental prefixes that are added to a verb root 
in order to specify some semantic feature like shape or consistency of an instrument or a 
participant involved in the action or state described by the root, or in order to add some 
general characterization of the event. In the following, these prefixes will be glossed as 
“PRFX”, as it would be to cumbersome to specify the multiple semantic features associated 
with each prefix in the glossing. For example, the meaning of the prefix mi- is described as 
follows: “with a small prejection near the end of a long object, with the toes, with the nose, by 
kicking, by smelling, by counting, by reading” (Oswalt 1961:143). 

The nonlinear processes operating in the verb morphology are reduplication, marking 
iterative and frequentative aspect on a subclass of verbs (see Oswalt 1961:156, Buckley 
1994:354) and the process termed Palatalization, which marks plurality of subject1 by 
transforming all tokens of underlying /n’/ (which has the syllable-initial realization [d]) in the 
suffixes of the verb into [c’]. This can be illustrated with the examples in (5).  

(5)  a. [cadaˑdadáˑdadu]   
  /ca-an’an’an’-an’an’-u/ 
  fly-LOCOMOTORY-RED-ABS 
  ”to flit along (singular)” (Oswalt 1961:209) 

 
 
 
 

                                                
1 In Oswalt’s analysis, this process refers to the plurality of the “agent” rather than the subject, which is 
a recurrent distinction in Oswalt’s work on Kashaya (cf. Oswalt 1961:153ff). I do not maintain the 
agent/subject distinction here, since much more work on this would be needed to confirm that the 
plural marking actually refers to a separate “agent” category. 
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 b. [cáhtac’aˑc’ac’aˑc’aʔ]  
  /ca-ht-ac’ac’ac’-ac’ac’-Ø/ 
  fly-PL:MOVE-LOCOMOTORY.PL-RED.PL-ABS 
  ”to flit along (plural)” (Oswalt 1961:210) 

In the (a)-example, the verb base ca- ‘fly’ is followed by five instances of the aspect marker -
an’, of which, following Oswalt’s analysis, the first three together mark “locomotory” aspect, 
and the last three are a partial reduplication of the preceding bit. All instances of /n’/ syllabify 
in onset position and therefore surface as [d]. In the (b)-example, the verb base is followed by 
the plural movement marker -ht, marking that several entities are moving, and this plurality 
triggers the /n’/ → [c’] rule. Notice however that only the four first instances of /n’/ surface as 
[c’]; the last surfaces as [ʔ] due to the application of another ubiquitous rule stating that a stop 
debuccalize into [ʔ] if followed by the absolutive suffix, which in turn surfaces as zero.   

Pronouns, kinship terms, are proper names are obligatorily inflected for nominative 
or accusative case. Lexical NPs vary as to whether they are case marked, and the precise 
distribution of case marking remains to be investigated. It appears that the accusative case 
clitics =ʔel (and perhaps the nominative =ʔem) also marks definiteness, while the function of 
the case markers formed with the clitic =yaʔ is more obscure. As in other Pomoan languages, 
Kashaya case marking roughly follows an agentive pattern with actor-like arguments being 
marked for nominative case while undergoer-like arguments take the accusative (cf. Mithun 
1991:518ff for an account of case marking in Central Pomo); however, there is a preference 
for undergoer-like third person arguments in S/A role to be marked with nominative instead 
of accusative case, and this ‘promotion’ of the argument is then marked on the verb by the 
sequence -hqa-c’- ‘CAUS-REFL’. Thus, the sentences in (5) have the same translation but differ 
in the case marking of the subject pronoun, and the nominative marking in (5)b combines 
with the additional morphology on the verb. 

(1)  a. maˑcal šuʔum-Ø-eˑ mu 
  3PL.ACC forget-FACT-NFV DEM 

  “they forgot that”  
 

 b. maˑcaʔ šuʔum-qa-c’-Ø-eˑ mu 
  3PL.NOM forget-CAUS-REFL-FACT-NFV DEM 

  “they forgot that” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry šuʔum-) 

The relevance of grammatical relations for the description Kashaya has not been investigated 
so it is not clear whether there is any justification for talking about subjects and objects in the 
language. Nevertheless, I will use the term “subject” for the sole argument of intransitive 
verbs and the agent-like argument of transitive verbs, and the term “object” for the patient-
like argument of a transitive verb. As will be seen, these notions capture at least some of the 
processes involved in complex clause formation, although more research is needed to show 
whether any other generalization could provide a better account of the grammatical relations. 

The possessor in inalienable possession construction is marked with the accusative, as 
in (2)a with the accusative 2sg pronoun mito whereas the oblique forms with -ʔkhe mark the 
possessor in alienable possession, as in (2)b with oblique 2sg miʔkhe. 
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(2)  a. mito ʔišaˑ  ‘your arm’ 
  mito šihcima ‘your name’ 
 
 b. miʔkhe k’aṭa ‘your clothes’ 
  miʔkhe ʔahca  ‘your house’ 

In these examples, the possessor precedes the possessum, but the inverse order is also 
common.  

One of the most interesting aspects of Kashaya is the presence of so called long-
distance reflexive pronouns. These pronouns differ from plain reflexive pronouns (e.g. 
English herself, himself etc.) in that they can take an antecedent outside the same clause, 
which is not the case with standard reflexives. Thus, in English, herself can not be used refer 
to the main clause subject Mary in the sentence Maryi thinks that Frank likes heri/*herselfi 
since the reflexive and its antecedent are separated by a clause boundary (to simplify matters 
somewhat). In similar situations, Kashaya uses a long-distance reflexive formed on the stem 
ti-, as in the following example: 

(3)    (Øi) dúˑciʔ-Ø [ ti-toi ʔamaˑ báq’o=thin cic’-waʔ-Ø ] 
  (Ø=he) know-ABS  3LDR-ACC thing what=NEG do-DUR.PL-ABS 
  “hei knew they had done something to himi” (KT 8:18) 

Unfortunately, no research has been done on Kashaya long-distance reflexives, so nothing 
more precise is known about their distributional properties. This is highly regrettable since 
their distribution across different clause types could potentially provide important clues about 
the subordinate status of the clauses in question. However, such an investigation lies outside 
the scope of the present study. Even a quick glance at the available data suggests that the 
factors governing the distribution of the long-distance reflexives are quite complex. For 
example, they are sometimes used across sentence-boundaries, and might even entirely 
replace the expected, non-reflexive pronouns in longer stretches of speech. Work on long-
distance reflexives in other Pomoan languages suggests that factors of both grammar and 
discourse must be appealed to in order to make generalizations about the functions of the 
pronouns.1 Thus, despite the fact that long-distance pronouns are found in all of the clause 
types discussed in the next section, they will not be taken into account in the analysis 
presented here. 

5. Results 

This part of the study is grouped into three parts. The first part is concerned with complement 
clauses, the second with relative clauses, and the third with adverbial clauses. This three-fold 
distinction seems to be employed by most linguists working on subordination (e.g. Cristofaro 
2003) and does indeed capture the crucial structural and semantic differences between 

                                                
1 See Mithun (1990), and O’Connor (1990, 1993) for discussions of the corresponding items in Central 
Pomo and Northern Pomo, respectively. 
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different subordinate clause types. However, it will be seen that this division is not 
unproblematic when applied to the Kashaya data, since certain clause types appear to be 
ambigous between e.g. complement and adverbial readings (cf. the section on ti-complements 
below). The division is maintained here in spite of its shortcomings since it is judged to 
capture the broadest differences in usage between the different clause types. 

5.1. Complement clauses 
Complementation, as defined by Noonan (2007[1985]:52), refers to “the syntactic situation 
that arises when a notional sentence or predication is an argument of a predicate”. This 
definition is problematic since it presupposes that one can define what it means to be an 
argument of a predicate. In the search for possible candidate clauses, the data was instead 
searched for predicates that are susceptible of taking a complement clause (cf. the 
classification in Noonan 2007[1985]). The outcome of this was the finding of a number of 
predicates that regularly appear with an adjacent clause that neither serves an adverbial nor an 
relativizing function. Following Noonan’s terminology, I will refer to such predicates as 
complement-taking predicates (henceforth CTPs). There are three complementation 
strategies in Kashaya, which may be termed (1) the “main-clause-like strategy”, (2) the 
“purposive complement strategy”, and (3) the “clausal nominalization strategy” respectively. 
These three strategies will be dealt with in turn. In the examples, the part of the free 
translation that corresponds to the complement clause in Kashaya will be underlined. 

5.1.1.  Strategy 1: Main-clause-like complements 

The first type of complement clause is found in the following example: 

(4)   ʔa [ mul našoyá=hcal coʔdoq-áˑd-u ] daˑ-qa-ʔ-Ø 
  1SG  DEM.ACC young.girl=PL.ACC give.PL-DUR-ABS want-CAUS-REFL-ABS 
  “I want to give this to the young girls” (KT 48:2, translation sligthly modified) 

Such clauses are the most common type of complement clauses in Kashaya, and they have 
been attested with ca. 30 different main verbs in the present study, some of which are found 
in the list below:  

daˑ- ‘want’ diˑc’- ‘tell’ t’an’- ‘feel’ 
t’a-  ‘think’ hšiyic’- ‘say’ hit’eˑt- ‘get ready’ 
t’awic’- ‘think’ nihcen’- ‘say’ -ʔk’u- ‘finish’ 
duʔyaˑq- ‘think, remember’ bahnat- ‘ask’ phaʔt’em- ‘start’ 
dohšon- ‘suspect’ qhaʔadiˑn’- ‘dream’ tubic- ‘rise’ 
-ʔt’el- ‘doubt’ cadu- ‘see’ -ʔneˑcic’- ‘get used’ 
ʔduˑcic’- ‘know’ šoc- ‘hear’ milhci- ‘get into habit’ 

As indicated by term “main-clause-like”, these complement clauses have roughly the same 
structure as independent main clauses in that there are no special morphemes, such as 
conjunctions or special subordinating verb suffixes signaling that the clauses are 
complements. But as the following sections will show, there are several crucial differences 
between main and complement clauses. 

5.1.1.1. Word order restrictions 
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While word order in main clauses is relatively free (albeit with a preference for verb-final 
order) the order of the verb and its arguments inside the complement clause appears to be 
strictly verb-final, with no exceptions found1. One the other hand, it is impossible to make 
any global statements about the order of the complement clause and the main verb since there 
are not enough data for every CTP. However, a few tendencies can be seen. There is a clear 
preference for the complement clause to precede the main verb, as in (5)a with the verb 
ʔduˑcic’- ‘know’. But the majority of CTPs, including ʔduˑcic’-, are also attested with the 
complement clause following the main verb, as in (5)b. Also, ʔduˑcic’- and several other 
predicates are attested with an intervening item separating the main verb from its 
complement, as in (5)c.  
(5)  a. [ tiˑ péˑsu dihci-ʔkhe ] dúˑcic’-ba ... 
  3LDR money pick.up-FUT know-SS  

  “(he got excited) knowing that he was going to get his money” (Oswalt, n.d.; 
entry: šama-) 

 
 b. mul dúˑciʔ-Ø [ ma-ʔe-l miˑ choyiʔ-Ø ] 
  DEM.ACC know-ABS 3LDR-father-ACC there die-ABS 

  “he knew that his father had died there" (KT 23:15)  
 
 c. dúˑcic’-Ø-eˑ ʔa [ ma múˑkito phak’um-’ ] 
  know-FACT-NFV 1SG 2SG 3SG.ACC kill.SG-ABS 

  “I know you killed him" (KT 14:10) 

It should be noted that all items that have been found intervening between main verb and 
complement are short (mostly one syllable, except for two instances of two-syllable words) 
and are either pronouns or particles (i.e. temporal ʔul and ʔoʔ, mirative phiʔt’an), so no longer 
distances between main verb and complement seem to be allowed. Other CTPs that allow the 
same flexibility are dohšon- ‘suspect’, bahnat- ‘ask’, cadu ‘see’, šoc- ‘hear’ among others. 

One subgroup of few frequently occuring CTPs stand out from ʔduˑcic’- and other 
predicates as they are never found with the complement clause in any other position than 
directly preceding the main verb. The predicates in this group are: daˑ- ‘want’, t’a- ‘think’, 
t’awic’- ‘think’,  nihced- ‘say’ and hšiyic’- ‘say’ (the difference between the double forms for 
‘think’ and ‘say’ will be explained below). Also, there are no examples of an item separating 
the main verb from the complement clause (as in (5)c) with these predicates, so that the main 
verb and its complement clause always occur as an inseparable unit. Since this means that 
other elements of the main clause frequently will be placed before the complement + verb 
complex, these complements are to a large extent found embedded within the main clause, i.e. 
surrounded by material belonging to the main clause, and thus making it discontinuous:   

(6)  a.  wac-íˑd-uwaˑd-u=ʔem [ chi-d-aˑqóʔ-Ø ] daˑ-qa-ʔ-Ø kihlaʔ 
  go.first-DUR-DISTR-ABS=NOM PRFX-move-OUT.HENCE-ABS want-CAUS-REFL-ABS still 
  “the leader still wanted to drag him out” (KT 58:8) 
                                                
1 An informal text count performed on the 100 first sentences in two of the texts in Oswalt (1964; more 
specifically KT’s 10 and 58), i.e. a total of 200 sentences, resulted in the finding that 70% of the main 
verbs were in sentence-final position. The number of complement clauses collected in the present study 
is 160, of which 100% are V-final, so the difference is clearly significant (p < 0.0001, Pearson’s χ2).   
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  b. duwi=yaʔ [ tiˑ q’áchma-muʔ-ti ] šiyiʔ-Ø 
  coyote=NOM 3LDR race-RECP-PURP say(LOG)-ABS 
  “then coyote said that he would race” (KT 8:11) 

Although the data on this point is scarce, it also appears that material belonging to the 
complement clause of daˑ- ‘want’ can be dislocated and appear in the main clause, as 
suggested by the following two examples: 

(7)  a. [ phak’úm-’ ] da-qáˑ-c’-Ø-eˑ to 
    kill-ABS want-CAUS-REFL-FACT-NFV 1SG.ACC 
  “he wanted to kill me” (KT 6:13) 

 
 b.       [ da-ˑbích-qa-ˑ ] daˑ-qa-ʔ-Ø qhatóˑw-i-lhqhaʔ 
    extend-AWAY-CAUS-ABS want-CAUS-REFL-ABS coast-EPNT-TOWARD 

  “(they) wanted to go to the coast” (KT 34:2) 

In (7)a, the object ‘me’ of the complement verb phak’um- ‘to kill’ is found not inside the 
complement clause as expected, but in the main clause, following the main verb ‘want’; 
similarly, in (7)b, the adverbial qhatoˑwilhqhaʔ ‘down toward the coast’ is placed after the 
main verb instead of inside the complement clause of which it is semantically a part. This 
phenomenon ressembles the process known as “raising” in transformational grammar, but 
more evidence would be necessary for a fuller understanding of the Kashaya data. 

5.1.1.2. Morphology  

We noted above that no special verb morphology is used in complement clauses, which 
essentially means that a verb used in a complement clause also could be used as an 
independent verb. The reverse, however, seems not to be true: many suffixes commonly used 
on independent verbs are not found in complement clauses. Most conspicuously, the 
evidentials (visual -y(a), factual -w(a), auditory -inn(a), inferential -q(a), hearsay -do) and the 
performatives (-(w)ela, -mela) are unattested in complements although they are extremely 
frequent in independent clauses; that evidentials are disallowed in complement clauses is in 
fact a common situation in languages with grammaticalized evidentiality (cf. Aikhenvald 
2004:253; but note also the use of evidentials in clausal nominalizations discussed in section 
5.2.3.1).  

So what suffixes do occur in complement clauses? Along with a number of other 
morphemes, the evidentials form a mutually exclusive set of suffixes (labelled “class 14” in 
Oswalt 1961) of which one member has to be present in every well-formed verb; this is true 
also of complement clauses, although the choice is more limited in these clauses than in 
independent clauses, due to the absence of evidentials. The suffix that most commonly 
occupies this slot when the verb is found in a complement clause is the Absolutive (found in 
ca 70% of the complement clauses in the collected data) which appears to be the standard 
verb form when the predicate has non-future time reference; it also appears to be the only 
verb form used in the complement of daˑ- ‘want’. Future is marked with -ʔkhe and -ti in 
complements of CTPs that allow future time reference, e.g. predicates of knowing, thinking 
and saying. The “conditional” (Oswalt’s term) -iʔba seems to be used in similar contexts when 
the event described in the complement could only potentially take place.  
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Complement clauses are almost exclusively negated by means of the negative clitic 
=thin rather than the inflectional negative -th. The reason for this is not that -th is not allowed 
in complements, but follows from the fact that the inflectional negative -th- is incompatible 
with the absolutive and the future tense markers (Oswalt 1961:224), and since these suffixes 
are so frequently used in complements, the negative clitic =thin (as in (15)b) will be chosen 
instead of -th. The conditional -iʔba on the other hand is compatible with the negative suffix -
th and readily combines with it, also in complement clauses: 

(8)  dúˑciʔ-Ø [ mul ʔacaʔ yaʔ heʔen da-chac-íʔ-th-iʔba ] 
 know-ABS   DEM.ACC person NOM how PRFX-steal-DUR.PL-NEG-COND 

 “knowing that the Indians would not steal it” (KT 64:15) 

This shows that the preference for the enclitic negative over the inflectional negative in 
complement clauses is due to the restrictions put on the other verbal suffixes, rather than 
being a consequent of the subordinate status of the complement clauses per se. 

5.1.1.3. Marking of same and different subjects 

Complement-taking verbs also differ with regard to the strategies used for marking that the 
subject of the main clause is coreferential with the subject of the complement clause (same 
subject, henceforth SS) or that the two subjects are disjoint (different subjects, henceforth 
DS). Some verbs are likely to display obligatory coreference because of the semantic 
properties of the main verb, e.g. phasals, and will not be discussed. As for the verbs that can 
have either same or different subject complements, four different ways of marking this can be 
distinguished; these strategies will be dealt with in turn. 

Some verbs make no distinction between SS and DS. Thus, the CTPs ʔduˑcic’- 
‘know’, in (9),  and qhaʔadiˑn’- ‘dream’, in (10), can said to be neutral to the same/different 
distinction, meaning that they use the same construction for both the SS-complements in the 
(a)-examples and DS-complements in the (b)-examples. No special morphology is used to 
mark that the referents are coreferential or disjoint. 

(9)  a. dúˑcic’-Ø-eˑ ya [ maˑcaʔ ʔahqha phí-ma-w ] 
  know-FACT-NFV 1PL   3PL water go.PL-ACROSS-ABS 
  “we know they went across the river” (KT 15:8) 
 
 b. ʔul dúˑciʔ [ hit’eʔ-Ø ʔi-ˑ ] ... 
  PTCL know-ABS  be.ready-ABS be-ABS  
  “[they] knew that they should be ready” (KT 5:14) 
 

(10)  a. [ toˑ šulam-’ ] qhaʔádiˑd-Ø-eˑ to 
  1SG.ACC be.sick-ABS dream-FACT-NFV 1SG.ACC 

  “I dreamed I was sick” (Oswalt n.d.; entry: qhaʔádiˑd-) 
  
 b. [ muˑkito šulam-’ ] qhaʔádiˑd-Ø-eˑ to 
  3SG.ACC be.sick-ABS dream-FACT-NFV 1SG.ACC 

  “I dreamed he was sick” (Oswalt n.d.; entry: qhaʔádiˑd-) 
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The verb cadu- ‘see’ (and other perception predicates?) carries reflexive marking with an 
SS-complement. Thus, the main verb requires no marking when the subjects are different, as 
in (11)a, but takes the reflexive with the SS-complement in (11)b:  
(11)  a. [ muˑkito choyíʔ-Ø ] caʔ-nati  … 
  3SGM.ACC die-ABS see-CONC.SS  

  “even though I see that he is dying” (KT 50:9)     
   
 b. [ ti yúʔdul ʔahqha=yóˑ piṭham-ci-ˑ ] cad-uˑc’-Ø 
  3.LDR INTF water=in reflect-SMLF-ABS see-REFL-FACT 

  “he sees himself reflected in the water”  
(i.e. ”he sees that he is reflected in the water”) (Oswalt n.d.; entry -ṭham-) 

The verb daˑ- ‘want’ marks the DS-complement by adding causative morphology to the 
complement verb. This strategy is also found with purpose clauses (see section 5.3.2). The 
unmarked situation is given in (12)a, with a same-subject complement. If on the other hand 
the “underlying subject” of the subordinate verb is different from the subject of the main verb, 
the subordinate verb will carry causative morphology while the subordinate agent appears as 
the causee of the subordinate verb and is marked for accusative case, as in (12)b.  
(12)  a. … [ dúˑciʔ-Ø ] daˑ-qa-ʔ-Ø 
   know-ABS like-CAUS-REFL-ABS 

  “they wanted to know” (KT 57:9) 
 
 b. … maya mul [ maˑcal maʔa damu<tá>ch-qa-ˑ ] 
   2PL DEM.ACC   3PL.ACC food eat.enough<MEV>-CAUS-ABS 

  daˑ-qá-c’-khe 
  want-CAUS-REFL-FUT 
  “you will want them to be satisfied” (lit.: “to eat enough food”) (KT 79:2) 

The second example was uttered as an instruction to cooks preparing food for some important 
guests, and appears to retain a causal meaning present, so that it could perhaps be paraphrased 
as “you will want to cause them to eat enough”. To prove that the use of the causative to mark 
DS-complements is fully grammaticalized it would be necessary to find an example without 
any causal meaning present, e.g. a sentence such as “I want it to rain”. While no such 
sentences have been found (which is far from surprising given that different-subject 
complements of ‘want’ are extremely rare overall), example (13) seems to come close to total 
lack of any causal meaning. The sentence is said to the husband of a woman who is sick from 
breaking a taboo, and the supernatural context suggests that the man has no active control 
over the woman’s well-being:   
(13)   ... [ s’imun ʔí-hqa-ˑ ] daˑ-qá-ʔ-chi=ṭ’o ma 
       alive be-CAUS want-CAUS-REFL-IRR.SS=FOC 2SG 

  “(you should lie apart from her) if you want her to stay alive” (KT 24:9)  

It should be noted that the SS/DS-distinction with complements of da- is indifferent to the 
case marking of the subject of the main verb. Thus, in (14), the subject of the main verb, the 
1st person pronoun to, is in the accusative case and is coreferential with the unexpressed 
subject of the complement predicate dase- ‘wash’. Although dase- would take a subject in the 
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nominative case, the absence of causative morphology on the complement verb marks the 
clauses as same-subject, which shows that the distinction refers to same/different subject 
referents regardless of the case marking of the arguments in question. 

(14)  anáˑ [ k’aṭa dase-ˑ ] daˑ-w-éˑ to 
 really  cloth wash-ABS want-FACT-NFV 1SG.ACC 
 “I really want to wash clothes” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry: -ʔk’oy-) 

The last strategy simply consists in using two entirely different (main) verb forms with DS- 
and SS-complements. This contrast is only found with the verbs nihcen’- and t’an’-, used for 
indirect speech and indirect thought respectively. Since this contrast is reminiscent of the use 
of special “logophoric” pronouns to indicate subject coreference, prototypically with 
complements of reported speech/thought, I will refer to the different-subject versions as non-
logophoric and to the same-subject versions as logophoric: 

 

 

The following examples illustrate the use of the different verbs: 

(15)  a.       ‘say’ + DS-complement 

… kaˑkan’ [ mul muhṭhá-ˑ ] nihced-u 
 1.grandmo DEM.ACC become.conscious-ABS say(NONLOG).SG-ABS 

”my grandmother said that (the woman) suddenly regained conciousness” (KT 25:14) 
 

  b.       ‘say’ + SS-complement 
ʔul [ duwe lébaṭhem’ q’owíc-’khe=thin ] šiyiʔ-Ø 
PTCL night middle return.SG-FUT=NEG say(LOG).SG-ABS 

”he said that he would not go back home until midnight” (KT 3:12) 
 

(16)  a.        ‘think’ + DS-complement 
... [ choyíc-’khe ] t’ac’-qa-Ø-w 
 die-FUT think(NONLOG).PL-CAUS-REFL-ABS 

”they thought she would die” (KT 50:4) 
 

  b.       ‘think’ + SS-complement 
... [ lóʔ-khe ] t’awic’-qa-c’-ba 
 fall-FUT think(LOG)-CAUS-REFL-SEQ.SS 
”(I didn’t climb the tree) because I thought I might fall” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry: -šuc’-) 

The forms of the different verbs provide some clues about the origin of this interesting 
situation. The two verbs for ‘say’ appear to be morphologically unrelated. The 

  NON-LOGOPHORIC LOGOPHORIC 
SG nihcen’- hšiyic’- 

’say’ 
PL nihcic’- hšichmac’- 
SG  t’an’- 

’think’ 
PL t’ac’- 

t’awic’- 
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monomorphermic stem nihcen’- (with its regular plural nihcic’- illustrating the /n’/ → [c’] rule) 
is used in non-logophoric contexts, while the logophoric ‘say’ contains several morphemes: in 
the singular, it consists of the root hšic- plus the reflexive -ic’ (through a regular process of 
“non-local sonorization”, the final /c/ of the verb root becomes [y] because it is followed by 
/i/ plus /c’/ (cf. Buckley 1994:138) thus giving rise to /hšicic’/ → [hšiyic’]). The plural form 
adds the multiple event marker -m between the root and the reflexive, which has the 
allomorph [ac’] after [m], resulting in šichmac’-. The stem hšic- is not used productively in 
Kashaya but has the cognate ʔahšic- ‘to name, announce’ in Southern Pomo (cf. entry for hšic- 
in Oswalt’s Kashaya dictionary, and entry for ʔahši- in Oswalt’s Southern Pomo dictionary) 
which suggests that logophoric ‘say’ perhaps had an original meaning “to say/announce about 
oneself”. The forms for ‘think’, on the other hand, remain more opaque. The form t’an’- 
probably consists of the root ʔt’a- ‘feel’ plus the durative -an’. The element t’a- also occurs in 
the logophoric form t’awic’- while the final -ic’ could be the reflexive, which would parallell 
the use of the reflexive in hšiyic’-. The problem for this analysis is the preceding -w- whose 
status remains unclear; perhaps comparative evidence could shed light on this issue.  

5.1.2.  Strategy 2: ti-complements. 

A subset of predicates take a complement marked with the purposive -ti, a suffix that usually 
marks intention or near future (in main clauses and in complements of speech/thought 
predicates) or purpose (in purposive adverbial clauses). The predicates belonging to this 
subset all have related meanings: they all express emotional or physical shortcomings such as 
ignorance, fear, unability, shame, etc: 

 naʔbac- ‘not know’  

 šuʔum- ’forget’ 

 chiyac’-  ‘be afraid’  

 -hphuṭ-  ‘be unable’  

 -hqoṭol- ‘fail’ 

 -dil-  ‘not reach’ 

 muhkhun-  ‘be ashamed’  

 munaˑc-  ‘be hesitant’  

 šiˑbat-  ‘feel inferior’ 

The purposive suffix -ti also appears in main-clause-like complements, so the complement 
clauses of the verbs listed above are superficially very similar to main-clause-like 
complements. However, it will be shown that these clauses behave like adverbial purpose 
clauses in one important respect and therefore are better analyzed as comprising their own 
clause type. Examples are given below: 

(17)  a. naʔbac-Ø-éˑ to=ṭ’o [ mul s’i-ti ] 
  not.know.how-FACT-NFV 1SG.ACC=FOC DEM.ACC do-PURP 
  “but I don’t know how to do that” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry: naʔbac-) 

 
 b. chiyac’-qá-ʔ-Ø muˑkito [ miˑ ʔaca-ˑ codo-hti-m-áˑc’-iˑ-ti ] 
  be.afraid-CAUS-REFL-ABS 3SG.M.ACC there house-to ride-MEV-ACROSS-DUR-EPNT-PURP 
  “they were too afraid of him to ride up there” (KT 64:12) 
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 c. bi-dil-íc’-wi-y-eˑ to [ haʔal du-htaˑ-ti ] 
  PRFX-not.reach-REFL-1PAT-VIS-NFV 1SG.ACC DEM.ACC PRFX-touch-PURP 
  “I can’t reach in trying to touch that (tree)” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry: -dil-) 

 
 d. šíˑbac-ci-c’-Ø-eˑ  to [ muˑkito cahnon’-muʔ-ti ] 
  feel.inferior-SMLF-REFL-FACT-NFV 1SG.ACC   3SG.M.ACC speak-RECP-PURP 
  “I feel too inferior to talk to him” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry: šíˑbath(i)-) 

All attested ti-complements are either before or, more often, after the main clause, and never 
embedded, although there is not enough data to say whether this is a more general pattern. It 
should be noted that the purposive is used in these complements although the complement 
clause does not express any purposive meaning, as is the case when -ti appears in purpose 
clauses. The most obvious semantic commonality between such adverbial clauses and the 
complement clauses of the verbs listed above is that the event described by the subordinate 
clause is in both cases unrealized at the time of the realization of the event described by the 
main predicate. On the other hand, the same relationship holds between the verb daˑ- ‘want’ 
and its complement, but da- takes a complement with a verb in the absolutive form, and never 
-ti; this semantic connection between ti-complements and purposive adverbial clauses seems 
therefore not to be able to predict the synchronic distribution of -ti in subordinate clauses.  

Apart from featuring the same verb form, ti-complements also behave like adverbial 
purposive clauses in that they optionally combine with the clitic =yihe ‘as if’, as in (18). This 
item is usually found combined with verbs in the absolutive form and then specifies manner, 
e.g. šulam’=yihe miṭiw ‘to lie as if sick, to lie pretending to be sick’, but the clitic is also 
frequently found attached to purpose clauses without any perceptible difference in meaning 
(cf. section 5.3.2), and this also seems to be the case for complement clauses marked with -ti. 
The =yihe clitic has not been found with ti-marked complement clauses occuring as 
complements of speech/thought CTPs, nor is it found with independent verbs marked with -ti. 

(18)  a. chiyac’-qá-ʔ-Ø [ mul bimu-yíʔ-ti=yihe ] 
  be.afraid-CAUS-REFL-ABS DEM.ACC eat-DUR.PL-PURP=as.if 
  “they were afraid to eat that” (KT 55:2) 

 
 b. … chiyac’-qá-ʔ-Ø [ mul cah-tiˑ=yihe ] 
   be.afraid-CAUS-REFL-ABS DEM.ACC see.PL-PURP=as.if 
  “they were afraid to see that happen again” (KT 36:6) 

 
 c. šuʔum-’bí-ˑ to [ maʔal mi-céʔ-ti=yihe ] 
  forget-INFR-ABS 1SG.ACC DEM.ACC say-DUR-PURP=as.if 
  “I forgot to say this” (KT 54:9) 

The consequence of this is that the only difference between ti-complements and purpose 
clauses appears to be purely semantic, viz. that the ti-complements lack the purposive 
meaning of the purpose clauses. There is unfortunately no data with a ti-complement 
featuring a subject that is not coreferent with the subject of the main clause (e.g. ‘they were 
afraid that she would eat it’) so it is not possible to tell whether ti-complements mark disjoint 
subjects with the causative -hqa (as do purpose clauses, cf. section 5.3.2), or by other means.    
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5.1.3.  Strategy 3: clausal nominalization complements 

The third complementation strategy is more marginal in that it is only used with the two CTPs 
sahqac’- and -hye-, both meaning ‘stop, quit’. In this construction, the complement clause is 
nominalized by means of the accusative marker -l and thus have the same structure as a 
relative clause (relative clauses/clausal nominalizations are discussed below): 

(19)  a. sáhqaʔ-teˑ [ ʔa ʔacaʔ duhkuy-áˑd-a-l ] [ ʔa ʔacaʔ bimu-cíˑd-a-l ] 
  quit-INT  1SG person kill.PL-DUR-FACT-ACC  1SG person eat-DUR-FACT-ACC 
  “I am going to quit killing people and eating them” (KT 6:9) 

 
 b. sáhqac’-i mul [ ma mo-n’-wad-a-l ] ʔ 
  quit-IMP DEM.ACC  2SG run-DUR-DISTR-FACT-ACC IMP 

  “quit your running around!” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry: sahqac’-) 
 

 c. ha-hye mul [ ma qaʔdi šu-q’aˑt-a-l ] 
  PRFX-quit.IMP DEM.ACC  2SG grass PRFX-pull-EVID-ACC 
  “you quit that pulling grass” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry: -hye-) 

It should be noted that these clauses are not (semantic) relative clauses, since none of the 
nominals inside the clause has a role in the main clause. In the absence of historical and 
comparative data, it is impossible to say whether these constructions originated as relative 
clauses.  Still, the reason why only these two CTPs should take a nominalized complement is 
not clear, especially since other phasal CTPs take standard main-clause-like complements, 
e.g. -ʔk’u- ‘finish’ and tubiyic- ‘start’: 

(20)  a. [ ʔahca ma miʔkhe phi-t’el-’ ] ʔoʔ du-ʔk’u-w=ʔthin 
  house 2SG 2sg.OBL PRFX-attach-ABS PTCL PRFX-finish-ABS=NEG 
  “you still have not finished nailing something on your house”  

(Oswalt, n.d.; entry: -t’el-) 
 

 b. [ ʔahqá hqam-aʔ-Ø ] tubiyiʔ-Ø 
  game play-DUR.PL-ABS start-ABS 
  “they started to play” (KT 17:3)  

Also, it appears that at least -hye- can take a main-clause-like complement in addition to the 
nominalized complement: 

(21)   ... ʔul [ qaʔc’aʔ-Ø ] bá-hye-ˑba ... 
   PTCL cry-ABS PRFX-quit-SEQ.SS  

  “having finished crying” (KT 50:5) 

No difference in the meaning or use of the main-clause-like complement and its nominalized 
counterpart has been found. 

5.1.4.  Complementation: summary 

The findings regarding the three complement types can now be summarized as follows. The 
first type, main clause-like complements, divide into two groups with respect to the position 
of the subordinate clause inside the main clause. The first group includes ʔduˑcic’- ‘know’ and 
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other verbs of which the complement clause can appear either before or after the main verb, 
and sometimes even separated from it by some intervening word. The second group consists 
of five verbs (daˑ- ‘want’, nihced-/hšiyic’- ‘say’, t’a-/t’awic’- ‘think’) which are always directly 
preceded by their complement clause. As for the morphology of the complement clause, it 
was found that no special marking is used to indicate the subordinate status of the 
complement clause. On the other hand, the choice of the final suffix on the complement verb 
appears to be heavily restricted. The default marking is the absolutive, which can be found in 
all main clause-like complements, independently of the main verb. A small number of CTPs 
have semantics that permit independent time reference, and complements of these predicates 
are also found with the future -ʔkhe, purposive -ti and sometimes the conditional -iʔba. The 
items whose absence is most striking are the evidentials, which are common in main clauses 
but unattested in complements. Furthermore, it was found that four different strategies are 
used for marking whether the subjects of the main and complement clause are coreferential or 
disjoint. The verb duˑcic’- (and perhaps most other CTPs?) does not show any special marking 
to differentiate the two different situations. The verb cad- ‘see’ is marked with the reflexive if 
its subject is the same as the subordinate subject. The verb daˑ- ‘want’ requires causative 
marking on the subordinate verb if the subordinate agent is different from the main clause 
subject. Finally, the verbs for ‘say’ and ‘think’ turned out to have two different verb forms 
depending on whether the subjects are coreferential or disjoint. 

 The second type, ti-complements, is found with a restricted set of CTPs which all 
share a meaning of physical or emotional shortcoming. The complements of these verbs are 
always marked with the purposive -ti (thus excluding the absolutive, evidentials and other 
suffixes of the final verb slot) and resemble purpose clauses in that they optionally combine 
with the clitic =yihe ‘as if’ without any perceptible meaning difference. Although the data is 
scarce, it seems that ti-complements have a preference for appearing after the main verb, 
rather than before it. They are not found inserted into another clause. 

 The third type, nominalized complements, are only found with two CTPs, both 
meaning ‘stop’. These clauses seem to share the structural features of relative clauses, which 
is the topic of the next section. 

5.2. Relative clauses 
The most common relativization construction1 is exemplified in (22). There are two things to 
note about these examples. First, the relative clauses (set of in brackets, with the 
corresponding part of the free translation underlined) are full-fledged clauses with the 
relativized noun appearing inside the clause, i.e. they are internally headed relative clauses. 
That the head is placed inside the relative clause, rather than before it, is made evident by 
(22)a in which the head is surrounded by material that clearly belongs to the relative clause, 
viz. the subject pronoun tiˑ to the left of the head noun and the verb meaning ‘buried’ on its 
right side.  

                                                
1 There is at least one additional relative clause constructions in Kashaya. This clause type uses the 
case marker =yaʔ to form headless relative clauses and agent nominalizations. Due to the limits of the 
present study, it will not be treated here. Also, instrumental relative clauses will be mentioned in the 
section on locative clauses.  
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(22)  a. hayu-yáʔ [ tiˑ ʔihyaˑ danam-ya-l ] dahṭha-y 
  dog-NOM   3.LDR bone bury-VIS-ACC dig.up-VIS 

  “The dog dug up the bone that he had buried” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry: -hṭha-) 
 
 b. [ ciʔdóm’ ʔa bách-qa-ya-m ] ʔkhe ʔul cubuš-qh 
   flower 1SG grow-CAUS-VIS-NOM 1SG.OBL now sprout- CIRC 

  “the flowers that I planted for myself have sprouted now”  
(Oswalt, n.d.; entry: -buš-) 

Second, the verbs inside the relative clauses feature case morphology, which would normally 
be associated with nouns rather than verbs, and the clauses have at least some of the 
distributional properties of an NP, as shown by (23), where the clause is combined with the 
postposition =q’o ‘with/and’ used for conjoining NPs (the other conjunct is clearly an NP):  

(23)   [ khe naṭa hchoyiʔ-ya-l ]=q’o neniʔ Rónnie-to=q’o … 
  1SG.OBL child die-VIS-ACC=with PTCL R.-ACC=with 

  “my child who died and Ronnie […]” (KT 43:1) 

In all other respects however, the verb inside the relative clause looks “verby”: there are no 
special verb forms such as participles or gerunds that set them apart from independently 
occuring verbs, and they show typically “verbal” distinctions such as the /n’/ → [c’] process 
marking subject plurality (seen, for example, in (26)b and (28)b below), aspect, and multiple 
eventhood. Perhaps even more importantly, the verb is marked for evidentiality, a category 
that is not found on more clearly lexical nominalizations in Kashaya, e.g. instrument 
nominalizations (cf. example (62)b); evidentiality in these clauses will be discussed further  in 
5.2.3.1 below. Also, the arguments found inside the clause carry none of the special marking 
(possessive/oblique) that would have been expected if they were dependents inside an NP. 
Since there is no evidence for analyzing the verb in these clauses as having acquired nominal 
properties, it is better to view the entire clause as having been nominalized, forming a clausal 
nominalization (cf. Comrie & Thompson 2007[1985]:376, Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1993:49-52). 

The following discussion will deal with several aspects pertaining to relative clause 
formation. Section 5.2.1 shows different ways of marking the grammatical relations holding 
between the head NP and the main verb. In section 5.2.2, it will be shown that the head NP 
can be left out and also appear outside the RC. Section 5.2.3 will expand on some of the 
general morphosyntactic characteristics of clausal nominalizations. These nominalizations are 
in fact involved in a number of constructions (e.g. adverbial locative clauses, discussed 
below, and manner clauses, not discussed here), and the latter section will pertain to all of 
these uses. In section 5.2.4, a construction that is strikingly similar to certain relative clauses 
will be examined, in order to see if this construction can be shown to differ from relative 
clauses in some way, or if it should be treated as a kind of relative clause.  

5.2.1.  Marking of the function of the head NP 

The grammatical relation of the relativized NP with respect to the matrix verb is marked by 
the case ending attached to the subordinate verb: in (22)b above, the head noun ‘flower’ is the 
semantic subject of the main verb ‘sprout’ and thus the verb in the relative clause is marked 
with the nominative; in (22)a, ‘bone’ functions as object of the main verb ‘dig up’, and the 
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subordinate verb takes the accusative. The same holds for (23), with the comitative 
postposition =q’o governing accusative case. Just as the accusative case is used on pronouns 
and lexical NPs to mark the possessor in an inalienable possession construction, it can be used 
on a relative clause to indicate that the head is the possessor of the NP following the relative 
clause, as in (24)a1.  
(24)  a. [ ti-yaʔ ʔimaˑta phak’úm-ya-l ] miyáˑ-ki=yachma … 
  3LDR-PL woman kill.sg-VIS-ACC 3-brother=NOM.PL  

  ”the brothers of the woman they had killed” (KT 52:12)  

Postpositions are also used to mark other roles played by the relativized item, e.g. the oblique 
=ʔkhe marking alienable possession in (25)a or =tow ‘from, about, because of’ in (25)b. 
(25)  a. [ ya-ʔkhe ʔáˑ-then’ cin’-mi-ya-l ]=ʔkhe weya=ʔ-eˑ mu 
  1PL-OBL 1-mother.nom die?-D:PAST-VIS-ACC=OBL rule=ASSERT-NFV that 
  “it’s the rule of our departed mother” (KT 78:3) 

 
 b. [ haʔu qhále pi-hcé-ch-ma-wa-l ]=toˑ … 
  DEM tree PRFX-obstruct-SMLF-ESS-FACT-ACC=from 

  “(I can’t see) because of those trees blocking the view” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry: 
-hce-) 

Other relations, however, demand a slightly different strategy. Instead of attaching a 
postposition to the relative clause, a plain accusative-marked clause is used with an oblique 
form of the demonstrative miˑ placed directly following it; the form of the demonstrative then 
indicates the function of the relativized item in the main clause. That the head of the relative 
clause in (26)a, ‘clothes’, is an oblique argument of the main verb is marked by the oblique 
form mil ‘on that’, while in (26)b the instrumental form miluw specifies that the head of the 
relative clause ‘prying stick’ is an instrument in the main clause.  

(26)  a. [ ʔaˑ k’aṭa qáhle dachul-yá-l ] mil ba-ṭ’él-’-qa-ˑ … 
   1SG clothes white hang.up-VIS-ACC on.that PRFX-make.spot-?-INFR-NFV  
  “(the bird) made a spot on the white clothes I hung up”  

(Oswalt, n.d.; entry: -ʔṭi-r-) 
 

 b. mu [ tí-yaʔ qhawáʔni bi-dé-ˑc’-a-l ] miluˑ ... 
  DEM  3LDR-PL prying.stick PRFX-bring-ALONG.PL-FACT-ACC with.that  

  “with the prying stick that they had brought along” (KT 32:5) 

These observations show that the relativized noun can play a variety of roles in the main 
clause, although a “resumptive” demonstrative sometimes must be added to specify the 
function of the head in the main clause. The  role of the head noun inside the relative clause, 
on the other hand, will remain a topic for future research. None of the ca. 200 relative clauses 
identified in the present corpora has the head in a role other than subject or object in relation 
to the subordinate predicate; but this is of course not a reason to conclude that relativization 
of non-core roles is impossible. Nevertheless, there are a number of points to be made as 
                                                
1 In this example, inalienable possession is used for a kinship term, although alienable marking is by 
far the most common possession type used with kinship terms. I do not know the reason for this 
variation.  
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regards the behaviour of the head noun inside (and, as will be shown, outside) the relative 
clause.  

5.2.2.  Position of the head NP   

It was showed above that the head NP appears inside the relative clause. This is true for the 
majority of the attested relative clauses, but there are also other options. The first observation 
is that the head can be left unexpressed, as in (27)a–b or replaced by an interrogative pronoun 
as in (27)c; the head then has to be inferred from the context. These clauses are headless 
relative clauses – but note that these examples show no structural difference from headed 
relatives, apart from the absence of the head noun, and hence do not constitute a separate 
construction. Rather, this can be taken to follow from the general omissibility in Kashaya of 
pronouns whose referents are predictable from context.  

(27)  a. [ haduˑ cahno lowáˑc’-a-l ] mul šibaˑ 
  other language speak.PL-FACT-ACC DEM.ACC elsewhere 

  dubí<h>l-aduʔ-Ø 
  send<MEV>-AFAR-ABS 
  “those speaking another language he sent elsewhere” (KT 2:8) 

 
 b. … miˑ mit-alaˑ-meʔ-Ø [ tiyaʔ phabe-t-a-l ] 
   there throw-DOWN-DUR.PL-ABS   LDR.PL tie.up-MEV-FACT-ACC 

  “there they threw down what they had tied up” (KT 60:3) 
 
 c. maya duˑciʔ-Ø maʔal [ ʔa baq’o cic’-iˑd-a-l ] 
  2PL know-ABS DEM.ACC   1SG what do-DUR-FACT-ACC 

  “you have learned what I am doing” (KT 80:5) 

By contrast, the existence of examples such as those given in (28) complicates the matter 
somewhat. Instead of finding the head NPs sulemaʔ in (a) and maˑcaʔ in (b) inside the relative 
clause, we find them directly following the clause. The crucial evidence showing that the 
heads in these examples are placed outside the relative clauses is that all subordinate clauses 
are strictly verb-final in Kashaya (as will be seen throughout this work), and therefore the 
heads in the example must be outside the relative clause since they appear to the right of the 
verb. A second piece of evidence comes from case marking, and will be given below.  

(28)  a. [ ʔaˑ phanam-ya-l ] sulemaʔ hihlóˑ-qh 
  1SG tie-VIS-ACC string come.loose-CIRC 

  “the string I tied came loose” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry: -hlo-) 
 
  b.   qhamaˑ phil-aʔ-Ø [ hiʔbu duqhay-áˑc’-a-l ] maˑcaʔ 
  track go.PL-ALONG.PL-ABS bulb gather.PL-DUR.PL-FACT-ACC 3PL.NOM 

  “those who had gathered the bulbs followed” (KT 5:6) 

Externally headed relative clauses also appear with the relative clause added at the end of the 
sentence as a sort of afterthought, as in (29). The relative clause then modifies an NP found 
earlier in the sentence, as in (a), with a relative clause modifying the NP maʔu nášoya ‘the 
girls’, or as in (b), where the relative clause modifies the NP ʔamaˑ ṭ’iˑ ‘everything’. 
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(29)   a. maʔu nášoya q’oʔo nabac=’aˑ [ nopho-t-aˑc’-a-l ] 
  DEM girl dance not.know=PL sit.PL-MEV-DUR.PL-FACT-ACC 

  “The girls sitting here and there around here do not know the dances” (KT 78:21) 
 
 b. ʔamaˑ ṭ’iˑ ʔa du-hluṭ’-ah-qa-bi-ˑ [ ʔa ci-sá-th-muc’-a-l ] 
  thing all 1SG PRFX-detach-?-CAUS-INFR-ABS 1SG PRFX-move.PL-MEV-?-FACT-ACC 

  “I must have let go of everything I was carrying” (KT 42:4) 

At first sight, the observation that Kashaya also has externally headed relative clause might 
seem somewhat puzzling, and one would like to know whether the internal or the external 
type is more basic than the other. In fact, there is evidence showing that the internally headed 
relative clause constitutes the more basic type. First of all, relative clauses with an external 
head are quite rare: of the ca. 200 relative clauses found in the data, only 16 are externally 
headed. Second, other languages with internally headed relative clauses also have external 
relatives as an optional variant (Andrews 2007:213). For example, Navajo has basic internal 
relatives, but externally headed relative clauses are also possible, albeit much more rare. The 
two possibilities are shown in (30), with the head nominal ‘boy’ inside the relative clause in 
(a), and outside it in (b) (cf. Platero 1974 for the relevant evidence). 

(30)  Navajo (Na-Dene) 
 a. [ Ashkii ałhosh-ígíí ]  ałhą́ą́' 
    boy IP.3.sleep-REL IP.3.snore 

or 
 b. [ Ałhosh-ígíí ]  ashkii ałhą́ą́' 
    IP.3.sleep-REL boy IP.3.snore 

both: “the boy who is sleeping is snoring” (Platero 1974:203) 

Besides the position of the head NP, there is also one more important difference between 
externally headed relative clauses and their internally headed counterparts. It was shown 
above that the role of the head NP in the main clause is indicated by the case marking on the 
verb of the relative clause. However, this turns out to be true only for internally headed 
relative clauses: externally headed RCs always carry accusative case marking, regardless of 
the role of the head NP in the main clause. Thus, the verbs in the relative clauses in (28) are 
both marked with the accusative -el despite the fact that the head NPs function as subjects in 
the main clauses of the two sentences. Again, this is a somewhat surprising observation, as 
there is no obvious reason why externally headed RCs should not follow the case marking 
pattern of the other relative clauses. But at closer inspection, there turns out to exist a 
language-internal explanation for this pattern, namely that the accusative case is one way (out 
of two) in Kashaya of marking an NP as being the dependent of another NP. Thus, in the 
inalienable possession construction in (31), the nominal kuška ‘cat’ (from Russian koška 
‘[female] cat’) is dependent on the head ʔaha ‘mouth’, and is marked with the accusative =ʔel. 
In the following examples, square brackets have been added to show the dependency 
relations. 

(31)   [[ kúška=ʔel ]NP ʔaha ]NP 

     cat=ACC mouth 

  “the cat’s mouth” 
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Another instance of an NP being dependent on another NP is found in a special construction 
that is used in some situations to mark plural on definite animates. In this construction, the 
noun is marked for accusative case and followed by the 3pl pronoun maˑcaʔ: 

(32)   [[ ʔacac=’el ]NP maˑcaʔ ]NP ‘the men, the people’  
  [[ buṭaqa=ʔel ]NP maˑcaʔ ]NP ‘the bears’ 
  [[ muhṭuṭu=ʔel ]NP maˑcaʔ ]NP ‘the owls’ 

Again, the noun marked with the accusative is the dependent, while the 3pl pronoun functions 
as head, which is seen by the fact that the pronoun inflects according to the role that the entire 
complex has in the sentence, while the accusative marking on the dependent is invariable. 
Thus, in (33)a, the NP haduˑ šiʔbaši ʔel maˑcaʔ ‘the other animals’ is the subject of the verb 
šamew ‘butcher’ and this is marked on the pronoun maˑcaʔ which is in its unmarked, 
nominative form. In (b), ‘the other animals’ is the object of the verb dic’iˑdu ‘tell’ so the 3pl 
pronoun is now in the accusative. The accusative clitic on the NP haduˑ šiʔbaši ‘other animal’ 
stays the same in both examples, since it does not indicate the role of the NP in the sentence, 
but rather the fact that haduˑ šiʔbaši is dependent on the 3pl pronoun.  

(33)  a. [[ haduˑ šiʔbaši=ʔel ]NP maˑcaʔ ]NP mul šame-w 
      other animal=ACC 3PL DEM.ACC butcher-ABS 
  “the other animals butchered him” (KT 10:10) 

 
 b. ʔul dic’-iˑd-u [[ haduˑ šiʔbaši=ʔel ]NP maˑcal ]NP 

  PTCL tell-DUR-ABS     other animal=ACC 3PL.ACC 
  “... (he) told the other animals” (KT 8:15) 

The explanation for the invariable accusative marking found on eternally headed RCs, is thus 
that it marks the relative clause as being the dependent of the head noun, which in turn 
inflects according to its relation with the main verb. Accordingly, the externally headed RC in 
(34) appears to be an exact parallel to the plural marking construction in (33), as indicated by 
the brackets.  

(34)   mulído [[ ʔahqa hqam-aˑc’-a-l ]NP maˑcaʔ ]NP phile-bíc-’ba … 
  then     game play-DUR.PL-FACT-ACC 3PL.NOM go.PL-AWAY-SEQ.SS  

  “(those who were) playing against them ran off and […]” (KT 18:13) 

The idea that the accusative is found in both genitival and relative constructions because it 
functions as a marker of intra-NP dependency is in turn supported by cross-linguistic 
evidence: many languages use the same marking for genitives and relative clauses (Aristar 
1991). For example, this situation is found in Avestan (Iranian), which used the ezafe-
construction for marking both the genetive and the relative clause. In Modern Persian 
however, the ezafe-marker on relative clauses has been replaced by a interrogative-derived 
marker (Aristar 1991:21).  

5.2.3. On the morphosyntax of clausal nominalizations. 

This section will investigate some structural aspects of clausal nominalizations. First, two 
different ways of forming clausal nominalizations will be explored, viz. with suffixal vs. 
enclitic case-marking; also the distribution of evidentials associated with the former 
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construction will be discussed in some detail. Second, the case marking of the arguments 
appearing inside the clausal nominalization will be commented upon.1 

5.2.3.1. Case marking and evidentiality 

So far, clausal nominalizations have been characterized by the presence of a case marking 
suffix (-em or -el) on the verb. But clausal nominalizations can also be formed with the 
enclitic case markers, as in (35) where the accusative clitic =ʔel is attached to the verb of a 
headless relative meaning ‘that which is sticking out’: 

(35)  haʔu [ qolá-ht-ibic=’el ] hi-hpan-i 
 DEM stand.PL-MEV-AWAY=ACC PRFX-press-IMP 
 “press in with your body that (wall insulation) sticking out” 

(Oswalt, n.d.; entry: -hpanh-) 

The form with case enclitics is much rarer than the form with the case suffixes, and only a 
handful of examples of these have been attested. The principal difference between 
nominalization with -em/-el and =ʔem/=ʔel is that the suffixal markers are always preceded by 
an evidential (cf. Buckley (1994:338), Oswalt (1961:287)), while the enclitic markers can 
attach to a verb of any shape, even a bare verb root, although a verb root by itself does not 
constitute a well-form word (cf. Buckley 1994:333, note 10).  

The observation that nominalizations with -em/-el always contain an evidential is 
surprising given that evidentials do not occur in complements clauses; clausal 
nominalizations thus present the reverse picture from complement clauses. The omnipresence 
of the visual -y(a) and factual -w(a) in nominalizations in fact suggests that the semantic 
content of these suffixes is lost in such contexts, i.e. that they no longer make any reference to 
the source of the speaker’s  knowledge but merely fill in a slot that must filled. It should be 
noted that the visual and factual evidentials both have the primary function of coding visual 
evidentiality, despite their different labels, and the most important difference between them is 
that they code different aspectual distinctions: the visual -y(a) is used on perfective verbs, 
while the factual -w(a) is used on imperfective verbs. In addition, the factual is also used on 
generic statements of the type “horses eat grass”. Evidence that the semantic content of the 
visual/factual pair is lost in these nominalizations comes from examples like (36)a, which 
roughly means “our father created the world” and is marked for visual evidence although it is 
clear from the context that the speaker makes no claim as to have witnessed the creation of 
the world, but simply relates a traditional creation myth. Similarily, the nominalization in 
(36)b (taken from a story) roughly means “they killed our sister” and is marked for visual 
evidence; again, the context makes it clear that this event was not witnessed by the character 
uttering the sentence (or by the story teller either, for that matter), i.e. the body was found 
several days after the murder took place.  

(36)  a. maʔu [ yáʔkhe ʔaˑ-pen’ ʔamaˑ doʔq’oʔdiˑ-ya-l ] men … 
  DEM    1PL.OBL 1-father ground prepare-VIS-ACC like.that  
  “like our father created the world” (KT 1:5) 

 
 

                                                
1 Another feature that merits discussion, but is too poorly understood at present, is the distribution of 
demonstrative pronouns before clausal nominalizations, as in examples (35), (36) and elsewhere. 
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 b. [ yaʔkhe šoméˑ-to phak’um-ya-l ] ʔacaˑ … 
  1PL.OBL sister-ACC kill.SG-VIS-ACC person  

  “the men who killed our sister” (KT 52:17) 

It is not clear to what extent the other evidentials can be used in nominalizations. The only 
examples with evidentials other than visual and factual are the following, with circumstantial 
-q(a) and hearsay -do (the source gives no context): 

(37)  a. šu-qhaˑ-qá-l 
  PRFX-detach-CIRC-ACC 
  “the one who must have sawed it off” (Buckley 1994:256) 

 
 b. mo-ˑbíʔ-do-l 
  run-AWAY-QUOT-ACC 
  “the one they say ran away” (Buckley 1994:298) 

It is unfortunately not clear whether there is a difference in usage between the 
nominalizations formed with suffixal case markers and those with enclitic case markers. 
Since the -em/-el suffixes are always preceded by an evidential, one might hypothesize that 
the =ʔem/=ʔel clitics will be used when the nominalized clause contains a suffix that is 
incompatible with the evidentials, e.g. a modal suffix or the negative clitic =thin. This 
hypothesis is supported by the fact that all instances of a nominalization containing such 
suffixes are formed with the clitics =ʔem/=ʔel rather than with the suffixal -em/-el, e.g. (38)a 
with the conditional -iʔba followed by =ʔel, and (38)b with the negative clitic =thin followed 
by =ʔel1.  

(38)  a. maʔu [ ʔahqha co-ˑbíc-iʔba=ʔel ] men 
  DEM   water move-AWAY-COND=ACC like.that 

  “[like] the water had […] risen up” (KT 25:6) 
 
 b. [ phalaʔcay’=yachma yaˑcol dihqa-ˑ daˑ-qá-ʔ=thin=el ] maˑcac=’… 
   white.person ACC.PL give-ABS want-CAUS-REFL=NEG=ACC 3PL=ASS  
  “those who don’t want to give it to the white people” (KT 78:30) 

This can however not by the whole truth, since many examples of nominalizations formed by 
means of the enclitic markers do not contain any morphemes that are incompatible with the 
evidentials, e.g. (35) above. Future research will hopefully shed light on this issue.  

5.2.3.2. Marking of the arguments inside the clausal nominalization 

An observation that might be relevant is that the arguments inside the relative clause never 
carry the case marking suffixes =ʔem or =ʔel, but are either zero-marked or take the yac-
markers. A phenomena that has been noted for several languages with clausal nominalizations 
functioning as internally headed relative clauses is that the head of the relative clause cannot 
take definiteness marking; this is the case in Diegueño and Mojave (Yuman), Lakhota 

                                                
1 Because of the preceding sonorant, the initial glottal stop in /ʔel/ is deleted, so that this example 
shows the [el] allomorph of the clitic, which unfortunately is homophonous with the suffix -el. 
However, [el] must derive from the suffix =ʔel since the negative clitic can not be followed by any 
verbal suffixes (since it is not a verb), only by another clitic.  
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(Siouan) and Mòoré (Niger-Congo) (Basilico 1996). This is particularily interesting since 
=ʔem and =ʔel appear to mark definiteness. Future research could hopefully show whether 
there is a connection here. 

5.2.4.  The similarity between relative clauses, information 
questions and focus constructions  

As explained above, the verb of a relative clause functioning as subject in the main clause 
takes the nominative suffix -em (-m after vowels) as seen in (22)b above and (39) below: 
(39)  a. … [ bacoˑ méˑṭiʔni=ltoˑ si-de-ˑdúʔ-ya-m ]=ʔṭ’o  
      boat M.=from PRFX-move-AFAR-VIS-NOM FOC  

  maʔa báṭheˑ=q’o si-de-ˑdúʔ-Ø 
  food lots.of=with PRFX-move-AFAR-ABS 

“the ship that had sailed out from Metini was carrying a lot of food”  
(KT 59:12) 

 
 b. maʔu [ hiʔda da-ˑd-a-m ] mi=hlaw hsahqaʔ-Ø 
  DEM    road extend-ALONG-FACT-NOM there=as.far.as stop-ABS 
  “this road running along stops here” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry: ʔda-) 

Interestingly, there turns out to exist another suffix that has exactly the same shape and that 
appears in the same final position on the verb as the nominative case ending. Also, it is 
always found directly preceded by an evidential, just like the case marking suffixes -em and -
el. However, the uses of these suffixes are quite different, which is probably why Oswalt 
(1961) does not mention this similarity, but simply treats them as two different items of which 
the second is named the “Responsive” suffix. According to Oswalt, the Responsive is used 
“when the utterance is in response to something said by the one (or ones) spoken to” 
(1961:283) but is also used in information questions (1961:286, example 4). The following 
interchanges seem to illustrate these uses: 

(40)   baq’ó=ʔ-wa ma cahno-wa-m 
  what=ASS-Q 2SG sing-FACT-em 

  “what are you singing?” 
 
   ʔa q’oʔo=ʔ-éˑ cahno-wa-m 
  1SG song=ASS-NFV sing-FACT-em 
  “I’m singing a song” (KT 49:6) 

 
(41)   (said to a person supposed to guard a captive while others were dancing:) 
  heʔén s’in=i-wa ma maceˑ-thi-qa-m 
  why=ASS-Q 2SG guard-NEG-CIRC-em 
  “why didn’t you guard her?”  

 
   ʔa hlaˑ=ṭa q’oʔo mane-wa-m 
  1SG too=PTCL song dance-FACT-em 
  “I was dancing too” (KT 33:10) 
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Although Oswalt’s observation seems to be essentially correct (the -em suffix is indeed very 
frequently used in questions and answers) one would still want to know why it is used in these 
situations and whether the apparent similarity to the nominative -em is a coincidence or not. If 
this similarity is non-coincidental, could it be that the sentences in (40)–(41) involve some 
kind of relative clauses? 

 In order to answer the first question, it should first be noted that the -em suffix also 
appears in contexts where no explicit questionning is involved. For example, the sentence in 
(42) is the first line of a story and introduces the topic of the ensuing narrative: 

(42)  qáˑšen’ qhaʔbe cic’=Ø-eˑ maʔu ʔa dic’-iˑd-uwaʔ-tiʔd-a-m 
 girl stone become=ASS-NFV DEM 1SG tell-DUR-DISTR-INT2-FACT-em 
 ”I am going to tell about a young woman who turned into a rock” (KT 35:1) 

Similarly, (43) was not promped by a question but is part of a longer stretch of discourse 
explaining how prophecies are made: 

(43)  calel=ʔthin=Ø-éˑ ya yomta=hca ʔamaˑ cahno-yiˑc’-a-m 
 anyhow=NEG=ASS-NFV 2PL prophet=PL thing speak-DUR.PL-FACT-em 
 ”we prophets dont speak out in any old way” (KT 78:7) 

Thus, it does not seem that the fact of being a question or an answer is the principal factor 
governing the use of the -em suffix in these sentences. Instead, the most striking similarity 
between the six sentences in (40)–(43) is that they all share a very clear structural pattern. In 
all of the examples, there is some part of the information that is found in the beginning of the 
sentence, followed by the assertive clitic or by the enclitic particle ṭa (in (41)) after which the 
rest of the sentence is added. The reason for this structural makeup appears to be the 
following: the piece of information found in the beginning of the sentence constitutes “the 
news”, i.e. the most important, foregrounded information, while the part that follows, and 
ends with the verb marked with -em, is less newsworthy, backgrounded information. For 
example, in (42), the second half of the sentences roughly means “I’m going to tell about it”, 
which is information that was already known from the context (i.e. a storyteller starting out 
on a story); the first half on the other hand, meaning “a girl turns into a rock”, is new and 
important information, since the audience probably would like to know what story is about to 
be told. The same argument can be made for the other examples. Thus, we can conclude that 
all of these examples include the focussing of one prominent piece of information at the 
expense of the rest of the sentence, i.e. they constitute focus constructions. The in-focus part 
is marked with an enclitic marker, while the out-of-focus part of the sentence has a verb 
marked with -em. 

 The second question can now be restated as follows: is the similarity between these 
focus constructions and certain relative clauses a coincidence? In fact, cross-linguistic 
evidence suggests that it is not: the similarity between focus constructions and relative clauses 
is a recurring pattern that has been noted for several unrelated languages (Schachter 1973, 
Croft 2006:108). If the -em suffix indeed marks backgrounded information, it would be 
necessary to prove that relative clauses marked with -em are internally headed, as it has been 
proved for the standard relative clauses marked with -el, rather than just a noun in the main 
clause followed by a clause that is marked as backgrounded. Unfortunately, relative clauses 
marked with -em occur much more rarely than clauses with -el, and those that do occur do not 
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provide any evidence for the position of the head. However, one potential piece of evidence is 
found in the following sentence, taken from the material collected by A. Halpern in 1940 (a 
source that has not been used elsewhere in this study):  

(44)   … [ maˑcaʔ qohnoˑ ṭ’ay-aˑla-ya-m ] ahša ciʔ-Ø … 
     3PL hazel.switch pour-DOWN-VIS-NOM fish become-ABS  
   probably: “The hazel switches that they had dumped turned into fish” 

(Halpern 1940, text 6, “Ground Squirrel and Owls”) 

The major problem with this source is that it does not provide any free translation into 
English, but only a rough word-to-word gloss (not included here). However, the hypothesized 
translation given above corresponds to the words and grammatical marking used, and fits into 
the general context. If the translation is correct, then (44) is an internally headed relative 
clause, with the head nominal qohnoˑ ‘hazel switch’ inserted between the 3pl pronoun and the 
verb meaning ‘pour down/dump’, and not a head noun followed by a clause marked as 
backgrounded. This indicates that relative clauses marked with -em and focus constructions 
marked with -em are separate constructions despite their similarities. 

 A second observation providing further evidence for distinguishing the two 
constructions is that focus constructions frequently have parts of the out-of-focus information  
placed after the verb marked with -em. This is seen in the following example, where the 1sg 
pronoun ʔa follows the verb: 

(45)   cahno ʔihmi=ʔ-eˑ maʔu dic’-iˑd-a-m ʔa 
  word true=ASS-NFV DEM tell-DUR-FACT-em 1SG 

  “These words that I have spoken are true” (KT 23:21) 
lit. “It is true words that I have spoken” 

Such flexibility is not attested with any relative clauses, since these are strictly verb-final, in 
line with their subordinate status. Thus, not only does this show that focus constructions differ 
from relative clauses as regards word order, but also that the part of the focus construction 
containing the verb marked with -em is not subordinate, since it does not show the strictly 
word final order that is associated with all other structures that are analyzed as subordinate in 
the present study. 

5.2.5.  Relative clauses: summary 

In the preceding sections, evidence was given that Kashaya has basic internally headed 
relative clauses. These are realized as clausal nominalization with a final case marker 
indicating the grammatical role of the head noun inside the main clause. It was also shown 
that the head can appear outside the relative clause, forming an externally headed relative 
clause. Finally, it was shown that the invariable accusative marking on externally headed 
relative clauses follows from the fact that the accusative has a generalized use as a marker on 
an NP dependent on another NP. 

 Then, two different ways of forming a clausal nominalization were examined. It was 
found that the most common type, formed with the suffixal case markers -em and -el, always 
occur with evidential marking. It was also speculated that the absence of case marking on the 
arguments inside the clausal nominalization might correlate to the ban on definiteness 
marking found in similar contructions in other languages. 
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 Lastly, the apparent similarity between relative clauses and focus constructions was 
examined, and it was found that the two constructions differ from each other in important 
aspects, and also, that focus contructions appear to be independent clauses. 

5.3. Adverbial clauses 
There is a large number of adverbial constructions in Kashaya, only three of which will be 
explored here. These are switch-reference clauses, purpose clauses and locative clauses. 

5.3.1.  Switch-reference clauses 

The Kashaya switch-reference system has already received extensive treatment elsewhere 
(Oswalt 1961:269ff.; Oswalt 1983) so only a brief description of it will be provided here. A 
number of problems for the previous analyses will be mentioned before addressing the issue 
of as to what degree these constructions are subordinate. 

5.3.1.1. Function of the switch-reference system 

There are six pairs of suffixes marking switch-reference, five of which are given below (the 
sixth pair mentioned in Oswalt (1983) has not been attested in the data and will not be treated 
here). As seen from the table, one of the suffixes in each pair marks the subject of the clause 
as coreferential with the subject of the main clause while the other marks disjoint reference; 
also, each pair marks different semantic relations between the clause and the main clause. 

 same  different 
simultaneous -in -(w)em 
sequential, realis -ba -:li 
sequential, irrealis -phi -phila 
concessive -nati -(w)eti 
inferential -bina -bem 

The use of these items is exemplified by the sequence of clauses given below. This sentence 
consists of four clauses marked for switch-reference and a final clause marked with the 
standard absolutive suffix. It should be noted here that the choice between a SS or DS-marker 
on a clause is not dependent on the subject of the clause directly following it but rather on the 
subject of the final verb. Thus, the first clause in the example has the SS-suffix -ba although 
its subject (‘the little child’) is different from that of the following clause (‘her parents’); this 
is because the marking refers to the subject of the final verb of the sentence, with which it is 
coreferential. 

(46)  naṭa qawi=ʔem ṭ’eʔye cic’-ba 
 child small=NOM smart become-SEQ.SS 

“the little child grew smarter 
 
 phiʔt’an ʔul ma-hṭhe=yáchma sima báṭi-wem 
 SURPR PTCL 3LDR-mother=NOM.PL sleep lie.PL-SIM.DS 

and while her parents were sleeping 
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 tubic-’ba  
 rise-SEQ.SS 

 it rose up 
 
 men hómalaˑ ca-n 
 like.that by.the.fire sit-SIM.SS 

 and sat by the fire 
 

 ʔul men qaʔc’aʔ-Ø 
 PTCL like.that cry-ABS 
 and cried” 

The description given so far follows the one given in Oswalt (1983) and appears to provide an 
essentially correct account for unproblematic instances of switch-reference as the one 
illustrated above. However, when a larger set of sentences is considered, it turns out that the 
picture is substantially more complicated than outlined so far. The main problem is that some 
instances of switch-reference marking fail to adhere to the SS/DS-distinction, i.e. the clause is 
marked for SS although the subordinate and main clause subjects are not coreferential, or DS-
marking is used although the subjects are not disjoint. In the following, the part of the 
translation corresponding to the switch-reference clause will be underlined. 

Unexpected SS-marking is found with weather predicates (‘rain falls’), and with 
predicates expressing the passing of time:  

(47)  a. mulidom [ mil ʔihche dibúˑ-nati ] kihlaʔ sóh q’oʔdi khunuʔ=thin 
  then there.on rain fall-CONC.SS still just good decay=NEG 

  “even when it rained (the mussels) were still good and unspoiled” (KT 70:3) 

However, there is one similar example in the dictionary where Oswalt notes that either SS or 
DS are possible: 
(48)   [ ʔihche díbuc-iˑd-un    (or -em) ] ʔihyu hláˑ si-ṭhe-ciˑn’-Ø 
     rain fall-DUR-SIM.SS (or  .DS) snow also PRFX-spread-DUR-FACT 
  “whenever it rains it also snows” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry: -ṭhe-) 

It might be hypothesized that the SS-marking in (47) and the variability seen in (48) are due 
to the fact that the subjects involved rank very low on an agentivity scale, as is the case in 
‘rain falls’, or are absent, as is the case with the verb duweʔlic- ‘become evening’. It is highly 
unfortunate that Oswalt apparently did not test this variation more systematically.  

 Unexpected DS-marking is mostly found when one (or more) of the subject-like 
arguments involved is a patient and thus bears accusative case marking, which is the case 
with predicates such as ‘be sick’, ‘dream’, ‘fall’, ‘sneeze’ etc. Since such arguments take the 
accusative marking typically associated with objects, and since the Kashaya switch-reference 
system keeps track of subjects rather than objects, one might ask how the switch-reference 
marking will treat an accusative subject that is coreferential with a nominative subject in the 

 b. mulidoˑ ʔan ʔihche mihsáʔ dibuʔ-Ø [ duweʔlí-c-’ba ] 
  then ? rain heavy fall-ABS evening-VR-SEQ.SS 
  “the rains fell harder when it had become evening” (KT 63:4) 
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other clause, i.e. whether the marking used will be SS or DS. Both of the sentences in (49) 
examplify this situation:  

(49)  a. šulam-y-éˑ muˑkito [ duwe wa-n’-wán’-bina ] 
  be.sick-VIS-NFV 3SG.M.ACC   night walk-ALONG-DISTR-INFR.SS 
  “he must have fallen sick from wandering around at night” (KT 41:9) 

 
 b. mulido ʔul [ mul ṭ’íˑ dic’-iˑd-uwaˑd-uˑli ] 
  then       PTCL DEM.ACC all tell-DUR-DISTR-SEQ.DS 

  mul ʔimaˑta=ʔel choyiʔ-Ø 
  DEM.ACC woman=ACC die-ABS 

  “when she had told everything, the woman died” (KT 33:11) 

In (49)a, the main verb šulam- ‘be sick’ has the accusative muˑkito as its sole argument, which 
is coreferential with the unexpressed subject of wan’wan’- ‘wander around’, which takes a 
nominative subject, in the switch-reference clause. The marking used is the SS-marker -bina, 
and thus it seems that the switch-reference system treats coreferential subjects as “same” 
regardless of the case marking. However, the same situation is found in (49)b, where the 
unexpressed agent/subject of the switch-reference clause is coreferential with the sole 
argument ʔimaˑta ʔel (‘woman ACC’) of the main verb, but in this sentence we find that the 
marking used is the DS-marker -li, in contrast to the preceding sentence. It appears that some 
instances of switch-reference involving accusative subjects show SS-marking while others 
show DS-marking. 

 But unexpected DS-marking is also found with standard nominative subjects, as in 
(50)a-c. 

(50)  a. miˑ cálphili-ˑ [ cibaˑ ʔacaʔ ti-yaʔ phí-ʔyaʔ-li=thin ] 
  there arrive.PL-ABS   who people 3LDR-PL PRFX-recognize-SEQ.DS=NEG 
  “they arrived there [and] didn’t recognize anybody” (KT 66:4) 
 
   b. [ men ʔa t’eth-má-wem ] phiʔt’an ʔa loʔq’oc-áˑd-ad-u šóʔ-Ø 
  like.that 1SG stand-ESS-SIM.DS SURPR 1SG make.noise-DUR-DUR-ABS hear-ABS 
  “as I was standing that way, suddenly I heard something moving” (KT 68:3) 

 
 c. [ ʔacaʔ si-kú<h>ṭ-i-wem ] ha-hla-háhla-m-’ 
  people PRFX-detach<MEV>-EPNT-SIM.DS PRFX-act.crazy-RED-ESS-ABS 
  “when people are drunk, they act up” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry: -hla-R-) 

The verbs in these sentences all take normal, nominative subjects, and in all of these 
sentences the subject of the main clause is coreferential with the subject of the switch-
reference clause. Still, the SR-marking used in all three cases is DS, although SS would have 
been expected. The evidence presented so far thus appears to be totally contradictory: SS- and 
DS-marking seems to be used regardless of the status of the subjects involved. However, 
given the data presented so far, one could still argue that there are some perhaps crucial 
differences that differentiate the sentences showing the unexpected DS-marking from the 
sentences showing the expected SS-marking. Thus, example (51) is superficially very similar 
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to (49)b above, since the main verb in both sentences is ‘die’ and since both clauses in both 
sentences share a single participant. But (51) shows the expected SS-marking in contrast to 
the DS-marking in (49)b.  

(51)  ... [ maˑdal šulam-’ba ] mul choyiʔ-Ø 
  3SG.F.ACC be.sick-SEQ.SS DEM.ACC die-ABS 

 “when she fell sick, she died” (KT 25:13) 

An important difference between these two examples is that the two events related in (51) 
form a coherent chain, since the woman’s illness leads to her death, while in (49)b, it is not 
the woman’s telling that causes her death: rather, she is exhausted from having escaped from 
enemies holding her as a captive; she arrives home and tells about what happened to her and 
then dies from the distress. Thus the two clauses are not held together by any causal 
relationship. It is explicitly stated that a causal relationship is present in (49)a, and this 
sentence indeed shows SS-marking.   

 A similar observation could be made for the sentences in (50)a-c, although here the 
unexpected DS-marking does not seem to have anything to do with lack of causality; rather, 
what these sentences have in common is that the action is unplanned, unwanted or 
unexpected. In (50)a, a group of travelers arrive at an unfamiliar place that turns out to be 
inhabited by strangers; this appears to be an unwanted and perhaps also an unexpected 
development. In (50)b, the speaker did not expect to hear anything move, and this is explicitly 
marked by the mirative marker phiʔt’an. In (50)c, it seems that the acting crazy does not 
follow directly from the volition of the participants but rather from their inebriation. It should 
also be noted that there is probably an element of surprise present in (49)b above, so that the 
lack of causality mentioned earlier might be less important than the unexpectedness of the 
woman’s death.  

 Although the evidence presented here is far from conclusive, it suggests that Oswalt’s 
(1961, 1983) analysis must be partly revised in order to account for all the data. The 
tendencies seen in the data presented above and elsewhere in the available material could be 
resumed as follows. The main function of the Kashaya switch-reference system appears 
indeed to be reference tracking, with coreferential subjects indicated by SS-marking on the 
verb and disjoint subjects indicated by DS-marking, as described by Oswalt (1961, 1983). 
The overwhelming majority of the instances of SR-marking follows this pattern: in an 
informal text count conducted on a total of 24 of the 78 texts in Oswalt (1964), it was found 
that 610, or 94%, of the 649 SR-markers found behaved as expected from Oswalt’s analysis. 
Of the remaining 39 instances of SR-marking, a small number of cases involved weather 
predicates and predicates describing the passing of time, and showed SS-marking although 
the subjects appeared to be absent or, if subjects were present had SS-marking although the 
subjects did not appear to be coreferential. The remaining instances showed DS-marking 
although the subjects involved were not disjoint; it is hypothesized that this apparent 
anomality correlates with some degree of “incoherence” between the clauses involved, and 
that this incoherence could be due to a lack of causality between the events described in the 
clauses, or, perhaps more likely, due the fact that the development is seen as unwanted, 
unplanned or unexpected.   

5.3.1.2. Word order 
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The most common position of the switch-reference clause is preceding the main verb, as in 
(46), where the main verb is preceded by four switch-reference clauses, arranged in temporal 
order, but it can also be placed following the main verb, as in (47)b, (49)a and (50)a. 
Interestingly, it can also be inserted into the main clause, which becomes discontinuous: 

(52)  a. yów qahqo ʔa mayal [ hit’eth-phila ] dúˑcic’-qa-ʔkhe 
  all.right of.course 1SG 2PL.ACC be.ready-IRR.DS know-CAUS-FUT 
  “all right, of course I'll let you know when they are ready” (KT 4:4) 

 
 b. … buṭaqá=ʔem [ tito cóʔ-li ] his’ú=ʔyowa-l qa-s’a-w 
   bear=NOM 3LDR.ACC shoot-SEQ.DS arrow=PAST-ACC PRFX-break-ABS 
  “the bear, when [the hunter] shot it, bit the arrow off” (KT 45:7) 

This word order flexibility distinguishes the Kashaya switch-reference system from clause-
chaining structures of the type found in New-Guinea, in which the switch-reference clause 
obligatorily precedes the main verb (cf. Roberts 1988 on Amele, Haiman 2007[1985]). Again, 
all Kashaya SR-clauses show verb-final word order. 

5.3.1.3. Morphology 

The switch-reference suffixes belong to the inflectional slot labeled “class 14” by Oswalt, and 
are thus mutually exclusive with the other members of this class, viz. the absolutive, 
evidentials, future tense, purposive, imperatives and the modal suffixes. The allomorphy (not 
shown in the table above) of sequential markers -ba (SS) and -:li (DS) suggests that they are 
derived historically from the Absolutive suffix followed by the elsewhere unattested marker -
ba or the locative/instrumental -li, but there are a number of reasons for not treating them as 
consisting of this sequence synchronically (see Buckley 1994:337 for details). A verb marked 
with -li is thus identical to the verb of a locative nominalization (see below). Apart from the 
other members of class 14, all other major inflectional distinctions (e.g. subject plurality, 
aspect, multiple eventhood) appear to be coded in switch reference clauses. 

 Switch reference clauses can be negated either with the negative clitic =thin placed 
after the clause, as in (50)a, or with the negative suffix -th(i) directly preceding the SR-
marker, as in (53). It is not known whether there is any meaning difference, or whether the 
two possibilities can differ in scope. 

(53)   [ du-yam-thi-bá ] q’a-w-eˑ mu 
  PRFX-be.able-NEG-SEQ.SS leave-FACT-NFV DEM 
  “he left it because he couldn’t lift it” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry -yam-) 

5.3.2.  Purpose clauses 

In a purpose relation, the event given in the main clause is performed with the goal of 
obtaining the realization of the event given in the purpose clause (Cristofaro 2003:157). In 
Kashaya, purpose clauses are marked with the purposive suffix -ti. Purpose clauses are 
attested preceding, as in (54)a, and following the main clause, as in (54)b. The word order 
inside the clause is always verb-final. In the examples, the part of the translation 
corresponding to the Kashaya purpose clause is underlined. 
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(54)  a. [ šahya mách-qa-ti ] ʔahay=el mi-hyúṭh-m-a 
    fast burn-CAUS-PURP wood=ACC PRFX-stir-ESS-IMP 
  “to make it burn faster, stir the wood with your foot” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry -hyúṭ-) 

 
 b. ʔoho pá-ce-ˑ=li phil-áh-y-eˑ [ ʔahša šá-ʔq’al-ti ] 
  fire PRFX-grab-ABS=INSTR go.PL-DUR.PL-VIS-NFV   fish PRFX-poke-PURP 
  “with torches they set out to poke for fish” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry -ʔq’alh-) 

As mentioned in the section on ti-complements above, purpose clauses often combine with 
the clitic =yihe ‘as if’. No perceptible difference in meaning has been found between clauses 
with and without =yihe. 

(55)  a. nuphéˑ=ʔem qhamaˑ mó-ˑd-u men [ phala hqowích-qa-tiˑ=yihe ] 
  skunk=NOM track run-ALONG-ABS like.that  again return-CAUS-PURP=as.if 
  “The skunk ran after him in order to get him back again” (KT 10:18) 

The purposive -ti belongs to Oswalt’s “class 14” and are thus incompatible with the other 
suffixes in this class (absolutive, evidentials, future, imperatives and modals). A negative 
purpose clause is formed by attaching the negative clitic =thin to the purpose clause: 

(56)   ... his’uˑ=ʔel ʔul ṭ’iˑ doʔq’óʔdi-waʔ-Ø [ maˑc’ich-qa-ti=thin ] 
   arrow=ACC PTCL all prepare-DUR.PL-ABS come.in.PL-CAUS-PURP=NEG 

  “(the men) prepared (their) arrows so as to prevent [the giant] from coming in”  
(KT 21:10) 

If the entity that is supposed to perform the event of the purpose clause is the same as the 
subject of the main clause, no special marking is used, as in (57)a. If there are two different 
agents, the causative is used on the subordinate verb, as in (57)b1. 

(57)  a. kúˑška=yaʔ ʔahqha-mo mu-hténh-ma-y-eˑ [ šoq’oʔ da-cé-ti ]  
  cat=NOM water-over PRFX-pounce-ACROSS-VIS-NFV   mouse PRFX-grab-PURP 
  “the cat jumped swiftly across the ditch to catch a mouse”  

(Oswalt, n.d.; entry -htenh-) 
 
 b. haʔál    ʔacaʔ šáˑ-teˑ ʔa [ khe     ʔaháˑ piqhám-qa-ti ] 
  DEM.ACC  man hire-INT 1sg  1sg.OBL wood cut-CAUS-PURP 
  “I’m going to hire that man to cut wood for me” (Oswalt, n.d.; entry ša-) 

5.3.3.  Locative clauses 

5.3.3.1. Word order 

                                                
1 This use of the causative is referred to as a “reference-switching device” in an article on the subject 
by Oswalt (1986:285). However, from a syntactical point of view, this is not entirely correct since the 
(unexpressed) causer in the purpose clause of (57)b is coreferential with the main clause subject. There 
is only a switch in reference if one assumes that the marking keeps track of semantic agents (excluding 
causers) rather than subjects. That the causer is the subject of a purpose clause marked with the 
causative can be seen in (56), where the plural agreement is triggered because of the plurality of the 
causer (the men) although the causee is singular (the giant). 
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Locative clauses are exemplified in (58). No restrictions have been found as regards their 
position vis-à-vis the other constituents of the sentence: they appear both before and after the 
main clause, and also embedded into it.  

(58)  a. [ ma-ʔe cohtóʔ-ya-li ] miˑ wá-ˑd-u 
   3LDR-father leave.SG-VIS-LOC there go-ALONG-ABS 

  “he went along where his father had gone” (KT 23:15) 
 
 b. maʔu ʔul s’íhta=ʔem ca-hti-maˑc’íʔ-Ø miˑ [ muˑkin’ miṭi-wa-li ] 
  DEM PTCL bird=NOM fly-PL.MOVE-AS:FAR:AS.PL-ABS there    3SG.M lie-EVID-LOC 
   “those birds flew up to where he lay” (KT 2:4) 

 
  c. mulido kuˑyi [ ʔacaʔ šulam-’ q’aˑ-ya-li ] miˑ ʔacaʔ da-ˑbich-qa-ba … 
  then once   person be.sick-ABS leave-VIS-LOC there person extend-AWAY-CAUS-SEQ.SS 
  “one time when some men had gone by where the sick person had been left, […]” 
 
  d. šihmi heˑ his’uˑ=ṭ’o ti-yáʔcoʔkhe haʔbeṭi [ seʔe ʔi-ˑ-li ] miˑ q’á-ˑba … 
  bow   and arrow=FOC 3LDR-PL.OBL there brush be-ABS-LOC there leave-SEQ.SS 
  “their bows and arrows they had left over in the brush” 

5.3.3.2. Morphology 

Locative clauses come in three varieties. The first type is formed by attaching the locative 
clitic =li to a clausal nominalization; the resulting clause is thus structurally akin to a relative 
clause. The main reason for treating locative clauses as a separate, adverbial category, rather 
than simple relative clauses combined with a postpositional locative marker (cf. examples 
(24)b–c) is that locative clauses have other semantic properties, viz. that they do not have 
heads in the sense that relative clauses have heads. So for example, the NP qhale bahṭhe ‘big 
tree’ found inside the locative clause in (59) does not play any role in the main clause, which 
it would do in a relativization context, but is rather a part of the complex adverbial. 

(59)  … [ qhale bahṭhe cohto-wa-li ] miˑ maˑduʔ-Ø 
  tree big stand-FACT-LOC there arrive-ABS 
 “he arrived where a big tree was standing” (KT 23:15) 

It should also be noted that locative clauses vary as to whether there is an accusative -l before 
the locative =li, as in (60)a, or not, as in (60)b: 

(60)    a. [ ya man’ qaʔc’aʔ-Ø šoc-á-l-li ] 
    1PL 3SG.F cry-ABS hear-FACT-ACC-LOC 

  “where we heard her crying” (KT 29:11) 
 

 b. [ ti-yáʔ cac’-a-li ] 
    3LDR-PL see.PL-FACT-LOC 
  “where they had seen it” (KT 19:3) 

It appears that the reason for this variation is that certain speakers have simplified the double 
l:s resulting from the accusative-locative sequence into one single l. That the accusative -l has 
been historically present is shown by the fact that the allomorph of the locative used is 
invariably =li, although this allomorph normally is employed only after consonants and 
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underlying long vowels (cf. buhqhal=li ‘in the basket’, mohqoˑ=li ‘on the knees’), and never 
=wi, which is the allomorph expected after an underlying short vowel (cf. qahca=wi ‘with a 
knife’). According to Oswalt (1961:289) the absence of the double l:s is perceived as a non-
standard feature typical of the dialect spoken around Fort Ross. 

 The second way to form a locative clause is by attaching the locative =li to a verb 
marked with the absolutive, as in (61). The phonological environment (i.e. before the =li 
clitic) makes the identification of the absolutive somewhat difficult, since it in most cases will 
surface as wovel length on the preceding wovel (61)a, or as zero (61)b; however, (61)c shows 
the expected /u/ allomorph after /d/, which can be taken as evidence that it is present in all 
these environments. 

(61)  a. phalaʔcayʔ ʔi-ˑ=li 
  white.person stay-ABS=LOC 
  “where the white people were” (KT 65:4) 

 
 b. ti-yaʔ ʔaháˑ coc’oʔ-Ø=li 
  3LDR-PL wood pile.up-ABS=LOC 

  “where they had piled up wood” (KT 58:3) 
 
 c. qhaʔwaʔ cu-ʔbu-cúbu-ˑd-uˑ=li 
  mole PRFX-stem-RED-ALONG-ABS-LOC 

  “where a mole went along pushing up dirt with its head”  
(Oswalt, n.d.; entry -ʔbu-R-) 

The different between such “absolutive” locative clauses and the locative clauses ending in 
the sequence evidential-(accusative)=locative seen in (59)–(60) remains to be elucidated. It 
should however be noted that absolutive locative clauses are marked with the same verbal 
morphology as locative and instrument nominals, i.e. the absolutive followed by the locative 
clitic: 

(62)  a. biʔk’as chawi-ˑ=li 
  ant        swarm-ABS-LOC 

  “ant nest” (lit. “where ants swarm”) (Oswalt, n.d.; entry chawi-) 
 

 b. ʔimo dá-ṭol-’=li 
  hole   PRFX-make.depression-ABS=INSTR 
  “hand drill” (lit. “for making holes”) (Oswalt, n.d.; entry -ṭoˑl-) 

 
 c. šoq’oʔ  qa-la-ṭ’a-ˑ=li 
  mouse    PRFX-MEV-smash-ABS=LOC/INSTR? 

  “mouse trap” (lit. “for smashing mice” or perhaps “where mice are 
smashed”) (Oswalt, n.d.; entry -ṭ’a-) 

Since the examples in (62) appear to be more or less conventionalized ways of referring to 
certain locations and items, a reasonable hypothesis would be that absolutive locatives also 
constitute more conventionalized expressions than the locatives in (59)–(60), perhaps because 
the places referred to are well-known by other speakers; there are however no non-anecdotal 
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evidence that either supports or disconfirms this. The only pattern discernable in the data is 
that verbs expressing existence and location occur more often with absolutive locatives than 
with evidential locatives: 
(63)  a. … [ tiyáˑcoʔkhe maʔahcaˑ ʔi-ˑ=li] miˑ waʔbe-yiʔ-Ø 

   3LDR.PL.OBL store.house be-ABS-LOC there move.in.stages-DUR.PL-ABS 

  “they hauled it off in stages to where their storehouse was” (KT 60:3) 
 

 b. duweni=bakhe=yachma šíhcimaʔ-Ø [ ti-yaʔ nohpho-ˑ-li ] 
  old.time=from=PL.NOM name-ABS 3LDR-PL live-ABS=LOC 
  “the old time people named the places where they lived” (KT 52:1) 

 
 c. šahqo phóʔo-m-’ [ qahqo báhṭhe miṭi-ˑ-li ] 
  grasshopper burn-ESS-ABS   opening big lie-ABS=LOC 

  “he burned grasshoppers in a large opening  
(lit. where a large opening lay)” (KT 2:9) 

This is however only a tendency, so that similar examples with evidential marking also occur 
albeit more rarely. 

 The third type of locative clause is the future locative clause, with the future suffix -
ʔkhe plus the locative =wi (which is the allomorph of =li used after a underlying short vowel):   

(64)  a. maʔú ʔul [ tiˑ duwe ʔí-ʔkhe=wi ] miˑ cadu-t-áˑd-u 
  DEM PTCL  3LDR night be-FUT=LOC there look-MEV-DUR-ABS 

  “he looked around for a place to spend the night” (KT 23:5) 
 
 b. [ heʔeˑ si-d-aˑqóc’-khe=wi ] cho-w 
    where PRFX-move-OUT.FROM.HERE-FUT=LOC not.exist-ABS 
  ”there was no way to sail forward” 

lit. “where they would sail forward did not exist” (KT 59:11) 

These clauses seem straightforward, but actually present some serious analytical problems 
that will only be glimpsed at here. This is because exactly the same marking is used for what 
appears to be instrumental relative clauses, as in (65). 

(65)  a. ... mul ʔamaˑ ṭháʔbam-’ ʔa duˑciʔ-Ø [ duhṭál qasa-ˑbíc-’khe=wi ] 
   DEM.ACC thing exist-ABS 1SG know-ABS   pain suck-AWAY-FUT=INSTR 
   “I knew there was something to suck pains out with” (KT 50:11) 
 
  b.   men doʔq’oʔdíc-’bi-w [ tíˑ men ciˑc-ín’-khe=wi ] 
  like.that prepare-INFR-ABS   3LDR like.that do-DUR-FUT=INSTR 
  “he had prepared what he was going to do that with” (KT 47:6) 

These examples given above are headless instrumental relatives, but clauses modifying a 
nominal elsewhere in the sentence are also found. Thus, (66)a shows a prenominal relative 
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clause, modifying the head nominal suˑle ‘net’ while (66)b shows a postnominal1 relative 
clause modifying the head nominal qohnoˑ qawiyya ‘small hazel switches’. 

(66)   a. ... tí-ʔkhe [ chá-th-qa-ʔkhe=wi ] suˑle ne-w 
   3LDR-OBL be.trapped-MEV-CAUS-FUT=INSTR net put.long.object-ABS 
  “(he) set out his web for trapping” (KT 6:2) 
 
 b. qohnoˑ qawí=yya [ muˑkito šu-s’áyṭa-ʔkhe=wi ] 
  hazel.switch small=PL 3SG.M.ACC PRFX-whip.MEV-FUT=INSTR 

  mul ʔul ca-qha-m-’ 
  DEM.ACC PTCL PRFX-detach-ESS-ABS 
  “they cut off small hazel switches to whip him with” (KT 61:4) 

One way of solving this problem could be to state that locative clauses in fact are relative 
clauses too, and that they have a head noun meaning ‘the place’ which is omitted since it is 
predictable from the context. Both future tense locative clauses and instrumental clauses 
would then belong to the same category. But since there is no evidence in favour of this at 
this point, such speculations will be left to subsequent studies. 

5.3.4.  Adverbial clauses: summary 

First, some evidence suggesting that Oswalt’s (1983) analysis of the function of the switch 
reference system needs partial revision was presented. It was hypothesized that the system in 
addition to marking subject reference also codes clauses as standing in a coherent or 
incoherent relationship to eachother. Also, it appears that the position of the SR-clauses in a 
main clause is much more flexible than similar constructions described for other languages. 
As in other subordinate clauses, word order inside the SR-clause is always verb-final. The 
only restriction on the inflectional marking is that all members of class 14 (except the SR-
markers) are excluded.  

 Purpose clauses take the purposive -ti (excluding other members of class 14) and 
somtimes combine with the clitic =yihe ‘as if’. If the main clause subject is disjoint from the 
subordinate agent, the causative is used on the subordinate verb. 

 Locative clauses can appear in all positions in the main clause. Three different ways 
of forming a locative clause were distinguished: by adding the locative =li, to a clausal 
nominalization, to a verb in the absolutive, or to a verb marked with the future -ʔkhe. The 
latter is somewhat problematic from an analytical point of view since it is homophonous with 
instrumental relative clauses. The variation between the two first formations is also not 
understood. It was also noted that locative clauses formed on an absolutive verb are 
homophonous with locative  and instrumental nominals, but it is not clear whether this can 
explain the difference between the first two formation types. 

                                                
1 It is possible that this relative clause is internally headed rather than postnominal, but the case 
marking suggests that the latter option is correct. If it were internally headed, the expected case 
marking on the relative clause would have been the accusative, since the semantic head functions as a 
direct object in the main sentence.  
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6. Discussion 

In the preceding sections, the following seven constructions were identified as being 
subordinate: main-clause-like complements, ti-complements and nominalized complements; 
relative clauses; switch reference clauses, purpose clauses and locative clauses. The focus 
construction seemed to shared some superficial traits with certain relative clauses but turned 
out to have typical main-clause properties when examined more closely. This section will 
recapitulate some of the findings and discuss the implications thereof. 

6.1. Restrictions on word order 
The only phenomenon that is shared by all the subordinate clause types discussed here is 
verb-final word order, which was found in all examples of these constructions. For Lehmann 
(1988:195), the absence of word order freedom inside subordinate clauses mirrors “a gradual 
loss of theme-rheme assignment and in the applicability of syntactical processes in general” 
in such clauses. This makes sense for Kashaya, where word order in main clauses generally 
seemed to be determind by discourse factors, although more work needs to be done on 
Kashaya word order patterns. 

Word order outside the subordinate clause show some interesting differences 
depending on the specific clause type. While most complement-taking predicates do not 
appear to put any strict constraints on the position of the complement clause, it was found that 
daˑ- ‘want’ and the verb pairs meaning ‘say’ and ‘think’ always have the complement clause 
immediately preceding the main verb. There are two important correlates of this constraint: 
first, these verbs occur much more frequently than any other complement-taking verbs; and 
second, the semantic categories expressed by these verbs have inflectional counterparts in the 
verb morphology (e.g. the desiderative, optative, quotative and speculative suffixes) and have 
thus been grammaticalized before in the history of Kashaya (as have similar categories in 
many other languages). Thus, there is good reason to believe that these main verbs are more 
grammaticalized than other, more flexible verbs, so that they could be thought of as having 
reached further on the cline main verb > … > inflection than verbs permitting a more flexibel 
position of the complement clause, e.g. ʔduˑcic’- ‘know’. Also, the other clause types generally 
display greater positional freedom, although the picture is not entirely clear. Externally 
headed relative clauses are only attested with the head noun directly following the relative 
clause, or, with the relative clause added last in the sentence. It is highly probable that the 
position of switch-reference clauses is dependent on the relative order of the events to some 
degree, so the flexibility is certainly not unconstrained. 

6.2. Inflectional categories and special 
morphology on the verb 

The major pattern regarding the infectional categories present on the subordinate verb is that 
most clause types have a verb marked with one of members of Oswalt’s “class 14” (most 
often the absolutive), and thus exclude the other suffixes in this inflectional class. This is true 
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for main-clause like complements, which take the absolutive (although at least some also 
allow future -ʔkhe and purposive -ti); ti-complements and purpose clauses, which always take 
the purposive -ti; and switch reference clauses, which are marked with a special set of 
suffixes from class 14, although two of these markers (-ba and -li) combine with the 
absolutive. The reason for this is probably that these suffixes derive from adpositions 
combined with the absolutive form of the verb: thus, the -li suffix derives historically from 
locative =li, while the -ba also could have a postpositional origin (cf. =bakhe ‘from’). As 
noted above, the suffixes whose absence is most striking are the evidentials, which do not 
occur in subordinate clauses. The exception is clausal nominalizations with the case suffixes -
em and -el (used as relative clauses, locative clauses and more), since those always appear 
with evidential suffixes. This is an unexpected finding, and there is at present no explanation 
for these facts. However, the presence of evidentials in clausal nominalization should not be 
taken as evidence for their lower degree of “desententialization”, since the obligatory 
presence of a marker also means that the infectional possibilities of the subordinate verb is 
reduced compared to main verbs. On the other hand, clausal nominalizations can also be 
formed with the enclitic case markers, which seem to permit the presence of other morphemes 
than the evidentials, e.g. negation and the conditional. Thus, it seems that relative clauses do 
permit a wider range of inflections than other clause types, although somtimes the enclitic 
markers must be chosen rather than the suffixal case markers. It is interesting to note that the 
clausal nominalizations are the clause type that seems to be most similar to independent 
clauses with regard to the inflectional possibilities, while also being the clause types that most 
ressembles NPs with regard to the distributional properties of the clause. 

No specific restrictions could be found among the inflectional categories that are not 
expressed in the final slot (i.e. class 14), e.g. aspect, subject plurality, and multiple eventhood.  

 While there is thus some morphological reduction in subordinate clauses, there is 
very little special morphology used to explicitly mark the subordinate clauses investigated 
here: the only clause types that have some sort of overt marking that differentiates them from 
main clauses are switch reference clauses, locative clauses and the clause types involving 
clausal nominalizations. Also, the explicit markers that are employed are very short: the 
majority of the morphemes marking the linking relationship contains less than two phonemes. 
From this, however, it should not be concluded that Kashaya lacks more explicit linking 
devices. For example, there are at least two temporal conjunctions: ʔwaˑyi ‘before’, and 
qhamaˑtow ‘after’. Interestingly, these are both morphologically transparent: ʔwaˑyi from the 
verb wac- ‘be first, lead’ and qhamaˑtow from qhamac- ‘follow’ and =tow ‘on’ so it appears 
that these are more recent innovations compared to the mostly non-transparent switch-
reference markers. It is unfortunate that the limits of the present study do not permit a fuller 
investigation of these and other more explicit linking types. 

6.3. Inter-clausal reference tracking 
The three different possibilities for marking of subject reference and their distribution across 
clause types can be summarized as in the table below. 
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 no special marking marking on main V marking on subordinate V 

compl. of ʔduˑcic’- ‘know’ x   

relative clauses x   

locative clauses x   

compl. of cad- ’see’  x  

compl. of ‘say’, ‘think’  x  

compl. of daˑ- ‘want’   x 

purpose clauses   x 

SR clauses   x 

Here, the most interesting finding is that the special marking employed with the complement 
taking verbs nihced-/hšiyic’- ‘say’, t’a-/t’awic’ ‘think’, and daˑ- ‘want’ correlates with the fact 
that these verbs only permit a complement clause directly preceding the main verb. This 
could be taken as proof for the higher “interlacing” of these verbs and their complements, and 
hence for their higher degree of grammaticalization. 

6.4. Relative clauses 
In addition to the findings on subordination, the present study also resulted in a number of 
important findings on relativization in Kashaya, a topic that had not received any attention in 
previous research. The use of internally headed relative clauses and clusal nominalizations is 
an areal pattern that is found throughout west and south-west North America (cf. Comrie and 
Thompson 2007[1985]:379), with which the Kashaya data thus are in accordance. However, 
there are still many unresolved questions. For example, the variation between internally and 
externally headed relative clauses is still somewhat puzzling in that there is no obvious reason 
why externally headed RCs are sometimes used instead of the most common, internally 
headed type. There remains at least one other type of relative clause that has not been 
investigated at all, viz. relative clause formed with the yac-markers. Further text studies, 
combined with work with native speakers, would be necessary to bring light into this.  

7. Conclusion 

The aim of this study was to provide a general analysis of subordinate clause formation in 
Kashaya. The outcome has been the description of seven subordinate clause types and some 
of their defining properties. The major findings can be summarized as follows: 

• Subordinate clauses invariably show verb-final word order. 

• The position of the subordinate clause in the main clause varies. Some constructions 
(e.g. complementation with daˑ- ‘want’) seem to put heavy restrictions on the position 
of the subordinate syntagm while other constructions show more flexibility (e.g. 
complementation with ʔduˑcic’- ‘know’ and adverbial clauses). 
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• Some reduction in the verbal inflections was found, most notably the absence of 
evidential marking in most subordinate clause types. On the other hand, evidentials 
seem to be obligatory in certain clausal nominalizations, although these clearly have 
nominal properties (e.g. combinability with adpositions). It was hypothesized that the 
semantic content of the evidentials is neutralized to some degree when they are used 
in clausal nominalizations. 

• Several different ways of marking that the main clause subject and the subordinate 
clause subject are same or different were found. For some types of complementation 
constructions, the presence of special marking of this feature could be correlated with 
the word order restrictions imposed on the position of the complement clause. 

• In the examined clause types, the explicit marking of the linking type was relatively 
sparse. Clauses are either marked with morphology that also appears in main clauses 
(e.g. main clause-like complements) or take some fully grammaticalized, non-
transparent verb suffix to specify the type of linking (e.g. switch reference markers).  

These findings are in accordance with the parameters for subordination proposed by Lehmann 
(1988) in that they point to a clear asymmetry between independent and main clauses, 
although the degree of asymmetry varies between different constructions. A necessary caveat 
at this point is that although the clause types examined in the present study appear to exhibit a 
relatively clear-cut distinction between main and subordinate clauses, the data presented in 
the study can only offer a glimpse at a phenomenon which is likely to be much more complex 
than suggested here.    
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